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ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING 

ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Doctor of Philosophy 

SENSORY FEEDBACK FOR ARTIFICIAL HANDS 

by Noor Hazrin Hany Bt Mohamad Hanif 

Executing daily chores with missing limbs is undoubtedly very challenging. For a 

person who has lost his lower arm, it is highly desirable to replace this loss with a 

device that not only identical in appearance, but closely mimics its capabilities. While 

there are many prosthetic products of multiple functionalities in the current market, the 

capability of the device to replicate the tactile sensory system, the sensation largely felt 

at the fingertips and palm, is often neglected.  

The motivation of this work is to provide a sense of embodiment to prosthetic users by 

supplementing their devices with a sensory feedback to the residual arm using haptic 

technology. A piezoelectric sensor attached to a fingertip of a Southampton Hand, is 

used to acquire vibration signals as a textured surface slides past the finger. With an 

upgraded data acquisition strategy, the piezoelectric sensor has been able to detect 

signal frequencies generated during the exploratory movement that reliably correlate to 

all the widths of grooves and ridges of the surface textures under investigation. The 

same signal frequencies become input signals to the Eccentric Rotation Mass (ERM), a 

haptic actuator selected to produce vibration to the upper arm, in accordance with the 

sensation felt by a finger when exploring the surface textures. A prototype that includes 

the ERM miniature motor and a specially designed brass platform has been fabricated 

to work at 250 Hz, the optimum frequency of mechanoreceptors underneath the skin of 

the upper arm. Results from the psychophysical investigation demonstrated that 

participants were able to associate the vibration patterns perceived at their upper arms 

with the surface textures felt on their fingertips. The findings from this work provide 

optimistic possibility that touch sensations that was previously lost could be ‘felt’ by 

the users. This would undeniably enhance their appreciation towards a well-designed 

device that feels more natural due to its ‘life-like’ quality. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Prosthetic hands are designed  to aid users in their daily living. Also known as 

artificial hands, they are generally utilised to replace the missing arm above the elbow 

(known as transhumeral prosthesis) or below an elbow (known as transradial 

prosthesis), due to reasons such as birth defects, diseases or accidents [1]. 

There are currently various types of prosthetic devices in the market, ranging 

from the passive prostheses, body-powered prostheses as well as electric prostheses. 

The passive prostheses are purely for cosmetic purposes, while the body-powered and 

electric prostheses are designed to replicate the actual functions of the missing limbs 

such as holding a cup, gripping a ball or moving an object from one place to another. 

For example, the bebionic3 is equipped with 14 different types of grip patterns and 

hand positions for users to manipulate objects [2]. Another type of artificial hand in the 

current market is the i-LIMB hand, that allow users to move all five fingers separately 

by responses picked up from tiny electrodes attached on the forearms [3]. Another 

commercial artificial hand is the user friendly OttoBock hand, which is enhanced with 

an EMG signal processor that aids the user in gripping objects at a faster response time 

[4].  

However, although they may have numerous functions, the prosthetic devices are 

usually under-utilised, and even rejected due to various reasons such as excessive mass, 

unattractive appearance, user discomfort and slow in movement, among others. 

According to a report by Biddiss and Chau [5], the rejection rates for body-powered 

and electric prostheses are as high as 87% and 75% respectively. The three commercial 

hands mentioned in the previous paragraph, have masses between 350-615 g, which are 

mostly above the 400 g of mean weight of human hands (from distal to wrist) [6]. User 

discomfort generally relates to the mass of the hand. Some prosthetic devices have a 

similar mass to normal hands, but the attachment methods sometimes make the system 
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a little uncomfortable. Unattractive appearance is generally due to the mechanical parts 

and joints but many manufacturers nowadays have included PVC or silicone gloves to 

envelope the hands and to give a ‘natural’ look for the users. The report in [6] also 

mentioned that although the hands managed to achieve power, precision, lateral or 

finger point grasps, the users are less satisfied with the grasp speed. A study by Vinet  

suggests that a speed of 0.8 s for the grasping action is appropriate for prosthetic hands 

[7].    

Although the rejection rates for prosthetic devices are very high, it has been 

reported as well that the sensory feedback capability is one of the major decision factor 

in accepting the device, especially in electric prosthesis. Users are accustomed to sound 

made by the motor as well as vibration through a close fitting socket [5]. This auditory 

feedback allows a user to be aware of the current movement of his artificial hand 

without relying heavily on visual attention. According to a psycho-physiological 

assessment , users are subjected to mental stress when they are solely relying on their 

visual feedback in manipulating their artificial arm [8]. The stress that a person 

experienced was reduced when they were provided with auditory feedback and 

significantly improved when both cues were included. The mental stress was 

determined via the heart rate ratio taken from Electrocardiogram (ECG) measurements. 

Sensory feedback could also be an important feature to artificial hand design. 

This response should be able to mimic the exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensations 

in a normal human being, in which superficial and deep sensations on the skin are 

recognized just by touching the object [9]. This sensation could act as a good input for 

rehabilitation process as other motor skills are trained via perceived sensations. 

Raspopovic demonstrated the capability of sensory feedback for hand prostheses by 

stimulating the nerve fascicles at the residual upper arm using information obtained 

from the sensors located at the artificial hand [10]. The nerve stimulation resulted in 

users to accurately identify the stiffness and shape of different objects. As objects could 

be identified and discriminated, users will also be able to respond appropriately to the 

objects they manipulate.  

Realizing the importance of sensation, there has been research into adding a 

sensory feedback capability in a prosthetics design. The feedback control of a 

prosthetic device has long been deliberated in the past.  The feedback system could be 

categorized into three parts, which are supplementary sensory feedback (SSF), artificial 

reflexes and control interface feedback [11]. SSF is largely in terms of vibration or 
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electrical stimulation, among others, in supplementing the missing or under-used 

sensory channels.  Riso  thoroughly discussed possible methods in acquiring a sense of 

touch by directing the sensation to the peripheral afferent nerves within the remaining 

limb using electrical stimulation [12]. The artificial reflex gives the user a cue to react 

to certain conditions, such as generating vibration in the thumb area to detect potential 

slippage of object in hand.  The control interface feedback, on the other hand, 

manipulates the output response of the user via the input felt by them (through 

mechanical or hydraulic linkages). 

1.1 Research Justification 

This research work focuses on providing supplementary sensory feedback to the 

prosthetic users to replace their missing sensory systems. Several articles, mainly on 

the grasp force and slippage have been reported for this purpose. Force, pressure and 

temperature sensors have been designed within the prosthetic device to ensure more 

control by the user  in manipulating the grasped object [13], [14], [15]  while a slip 

sensor made it possible for object slippage prevention [16], [17]. 

It is until recently that researchers have become interested in designing artificial 

hands that enable users to discriminate surface textures. This feature is very useful for 

prosthetic users as they have lost their most sensitive tactile sensory system, located at 

their fingers and palm [18].  Adding this capability would undeniably make the device 

feel more natural and ‘life-like’. It would also promote the sense of embodiment to the 

users and would greatly enhance their appreciation towards a well-designed prosthetic 

device Furthermore, touch sensations are very much superior in terms of sensitivity as 

compared to visual, or even auditory senses [18], [19].  

Research has been carried out in the discrimination of surface texture to some 

extent [20], [21] but very little progress has been made towards creating a sensory 

feedback to the users. The capability of the device to decipher the surface texture are 

commonly conveyed through some graphical user interface (GUI), which would require 

bulky equipment, and again, may lead to mental stress [8]. The existence of sensory 

feedback has proven its capability in enabling users to effectively manipulate objects 

without relying to visual and auditory sensation [10].  

 On the other hand, there are investigations into creating artificial senses, also 

widely known as haptic feedback, to the residual limb, such as vibration, skin stretch or 
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pressure [22], [23] but little is done in mimicking surface textures. The closest 

applications to the surface texture detection with haptic feedback are smart mobile 

phone alerts or virtual reality games [24], [25] but not many of these applications have 

been utilised with the prosthetic devices.  

 The information crossover between the detection of surface textures with haptic 

sensation should make a more meaningful experience for upper limb prosthetic users.  

Therefore the tactile and haptic premises for prosthetic hands should be integrated, and 

thus became the motivation of this research.  

1.2 Research Aims 

The aims of this research work are: 

1. To identify the most suitable actuators to deliver supplementary sensation to 

the upper arm and to validate the capabilities of the selected actuator through 

simulation and experiments; 

2. To acquire signals from surface textures using the piezoelectric sensor of the 

Southampton Hand and to process the signals to determine the dimensions of 

the texture;  

3. To link the information gathered from the surface texture and recreate the 

sensation felt by the artificial finger by using a selected haptic actuator; 

4. To evaluate the association between the generated haptic sensations perceived 

at the upper arm with the surface textures felt at the fingertips by conducting a 

psychophysics investigation. 

1.3 Research Contributions 

This thesis combined important features that made up a sensory feedback system 

for artificial / prosthetic hand, as follows: 

1. Simulation and validation of the haptic characteristics of the selected 

eccentric rotation mass (ERM) miniature motor. The transfer function of the 

motor has been obtained and this was used to predict its transient responses. 

The experiments conducted on the motor have provided useful information 

about the frequency responses and effective vibration energy of the motor. 
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2. Signal acquisition of surface textures using piezoelectric sensors to determine 

the grating widths of the textures. The data acquisition strategies that include 

the construction of a voltage mode amplifier and the utilization of a high 

resolution data acquisition device have provided reliable output with low 

external noise. These capabilities have been demonstrated on four different 

types of surface textures.   

3. Recreation of the sensation felt by sliding a finger across a textured surface. 

This supplementary sensation is in the form of vibration and was generated 

using the information gathered from the surface texture. With the 

implementation of the frequency measurement technique, a prototype has 

been fabricated to work at 250 Hz, which is the optimum frequency of the 

mechanoreceptors at the skin of the upper arm. With reference to input pulses 

applied to the haptic actuator, it has produced vibration output with less than 

90 milliseconds time delay in total.  

4. The vibrations generated and perceived at the upper arm should ideally have 

association with the surface textures. This has been validated by a 

psychophysical investigation that showed statistically significant relationship 

between the vibration patterns and the surface textures.  

1.4 Published Papers 

 From the research work presented in this thesis, the following papers have been 

published:  

1. Mohamad Hanif, N. H. H., Chappell, P. H., Cranny, A. and White, N. M., 

“Surface Texture Detection of Artificial Fingers” in 37
th

 Annual 

International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology 

Society (2015), Milan, Italy, pp. 8018-8021.  

2. Chappell, Paul H., Muridan, Norasmahan, Mohamad Hanif, N. Hazrin H., 

Cranny, Andy and White, Neil M. (2015), “Sensing texture using an artificial 

finger and a data analysis based on the standard deviation”, IET Journal of 

Science, Measurement & Technology, 1-9.  

3. Mohamad Hanif, N. H. H. , Chappell, P. H., Cranny, A. and White, N. M., 

“Development of Vibrotactile Sensory Feedback For Prosthetic Hand Users” 
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in IASTED International Conference Biomedical Engineering (BioMed 

2014), Zurich, Switzerland, 23 - 25 Jun 2014, pp. 294-301. 

4. Mohamad Hanif, N. H. H. , Chappell, P. H., Cranny, A. and White, N. M., 

“Vibratory feedback for artificial hands,” in 2013 International Conference 

on Electronics, Computer and Computation (ICECCO), 2013, pp. 247–250. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

The structure of the remainder of this thesis is as follows:  

Chapter 2 presents the research background and literature review on the previous and 

current work related to the prosthetic devices, tactile stimulation, as well as haptic 

devices. The technology gap was addressed and the research focus was emphasized 

following the review of existing literature.  

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 explain the simulation and experimentation carried out in 

generating haptic feedback, including detailed descriptions of the equipment, material 

as well as general design ideas. These chapters also present and discuss the results 

obtained from the simulation and experiments.  

Chapter 5 discusses the strategies in acquiring surface signals and includes a detailed 

description of apparatus used. The types of surface textures and how the signals were 

gathered are described in Chapter 6. The signal analysis and calculations of the surface 

texture dimensions are also presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 describes how the signals from the surface textures were manipulated to 

generate associated vibration patterns. The hardware and software configurations in 

linking the surface texture information to the haptic actuator are also explained. The 

output signals in terms of vibration output observed from oscilloscope waveforms are 

also discussed. 

Chapter 8 explained the procedures in conducting the psychophysical investigations to 

associate the generated vibration patterns with the surface texture. The statistical 

analyses from the investigations are also discussed in this chapter.    

Chapter 9 concludes the research work and highlights the potential future work of this 

project.  
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Chapter 2 Incorporation of 

Haptic Feedback into Prosthetic 

Devices  

The sense of embodiment, or body ownership, makes an important factor for self-

recognition. Typically an amputee may regard the prosthetic device attached to his 

residual arm/leg is not part of his body [26]. However, several research works have 

shown that the sense of embodiment with prosthetic devices could be improved when 

sensory feedback is restored [8][18][27]. The findings have thus become the goal for 

this work. 

The focus of this research is to provide supplementary sensation to the residual 

upper arm when sliding an artificial finger across a surface texture. The sensation 

perceived on the arm should ideally be similar to that felt by a bare finger when moving 

across the texture. Different types of existing prosthetic devices have been reviewed to 

highlight the gap in the technology and the possible methods to address it. Section 2.1 

presents various types of the device, including the Southampton Hand, which was used 

to acquire signals from the surface texture. The tactile sensing methods, both naturally 

and artificially, are described in Section 2.2. In identifying which sensation to be 

applied at the upper arm and to select the most suitable actuator, the various types of 

tactile sensations and the available haptic actuators in the market have been reviewed in 

Section 2.3.     
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2.1 Prosthetic Hand 

This section describes the society’s perception of prosthetic devices, types of 

devices in the market, various researches in enhancing the existing devices, as well as a 

description of a prototype hand made in University of Southampton, which has been 

used for this work. 

2.1.1 Prosthetics in Society 

The motivation for the vast development and rapid evolution of prosthetic 

devices is the growing needs of people that will benefit from the technology. According 

to a report by GlobalData, the global prosthetics market (including orthotics) was 

valued at USD 3 billion and was projected to grow at a compound annual growth rate 

(CAGR) at 6% from 2010-2017 [28]. There are many key players responsible for this 

market growth, and one of them is Otto Bock, a company that manufactures various 

arm prosthesis products [4]. 

In a separate report, the estimated prosthesis wearing population in the United 

Kingdom between the year 2011-2012 is nearly 60 000 people, in which approximately 

5000 of them are new amputees (excluding the injured Armed Forces Personnel) [29]. 

5% of this overall population are upper limb amputees, caused by extensive injury, 

diseases, abnormal cell growth or infections whereas about 3% of those in need of the 

upper limb prosthetic device are due to congenital defects [30].  Regardless of the 

cause, the disability significantly affects a person in many ways such as their physical 

ability, emotional wellbeing and as well social adaptability. It is therefore evident that 

the use of prosthetic devices has become very common and generally well accepted in 

society. The London 2012 Paralympics, for example, has successfully attracted a 

massive public awareness of people with disabilities, particularly disabled athletes, 

judging from its record breaking ticket sales, television viewing and sporting 

achievements [31]. The event has showcased more than 4000 athletes of various limb 

loss and disabilities to compete in 22 games [32].  

According to the survey by Kyberd and Wartenberg, 76% of upper limb 

prosthetic users wear their the devices more than 8 hours a day while about 46% of 

them use the device for more than 12 hours daily [33]. The daily usage includes work, 

driving and even sport activities. There were some suggestions for improvement in 

terms of lighter weight, better appearance, less sound, more grip function as well as 
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additional sensory feedback. The lack of these attributes leads to high rejection rates of 

prosthetic devices as reported by Biddiss and Chau [5].  

2.1.2 Research into Prosthetic Hands/ Artificial Hands 

Spanning a period of more than 30 years, there have been many developments in 

an attempt to upgrading existing prosthetic hands.  The list is exhaustive, hence only 

research hands that incorporate either haptic / tactile feedback or are capable in 

discriminating surface texture, are given consideration in this review. 

A modified Ottobock prosthetic arm has been used  to control the grasp force of a 

device using a haptic feedback simulator that incorporates vibrotactile and visual cues 

[14]. In this research, the performance of the users to match the assigned grip force, 

improved tremendously when the haptic responses were supplemented to the device. In 

another research, an artificial hand prosthesis (SmartHand) was designed to provide 

vibration (vibrotactile) and pressure / force  (mechanotactile) sensory feedback on 

amputees’ residual arms [34]. Given a 17 mN/mm
2
 pressure or 0.36 N amplitude 

vibrations at 165 Hz, the task was to identify the locations of the stimulus between the 

five fingers. It was reported that it was harder to discriminate the vibrotactile stimuli as 

compared to the mechanotactile stimuli.   

Kim and Colgate studied the recreation of  different types of tactile stimulation 

which are pressure, vibration, temperature and shear force to provide intuitive haptic 

feedback that is  utilised by amputees who have undergone targeted nerve reinnervation 

surgery [15]. A miniature haptic device has been created at a later stage of this project 

to aid people who have undergone the surgery for grip force control. The performance 

improved significantly in terms of task completion speed, but degrades when both 

pressure and shear stimuli were introduced simultaneously [35]. 

Another recent breakthrough is in the design of a bionic hand that could be wired 

to the patient’s nervous systems that enables him to control his hand movement as well 

as receiving touch signals from the skin sensors[10]. By employing cathodal pulses of 

10-300 µs with a current intensity between 10-100 µA, the patient is capable of feeling 

touch and tingling sensations [36]. Rager [37] worked with detection of object slip and 

used the information to reconstruct the force components generated during the slip 

event to simulate firing responses of skin mechanoreceptors. The outcome indicated 

that the firing patterns could be represented by electrical stimuli to provide tactile 
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feedback. Another approach in implementing tactile feedback to a prosthetic device 

was by using ultrathin stretchable silicone nanoribbon electronics as skin prosthesis 

[38]. The artificial skin was capable to detect strain, humidity, temperature as well as 

pressure, and passes the sensory signals to peripheral nerves using multi-electrode 

array.   

It can be concluded from the published literatures that the research hands are 

either capable of generating haptic feedbacks to the users or identify surface textures to 

some extent, but there is not much link between the two important capabilities. The 

incorporation of tactile sensing feedback with surface textures recognition for 

prosthetic hands, would considerably increase the similarity of the device with the 

lower arm that was lost.  

2.1.3 Prototype Hand made in University of Southampton 

The Southampton Hand is both a research prosthetic hand and a control method 

that have been developed by the researchers at the University of Southampton that 

started since more than 50 years ago. The latest prototype of the hand has a mass of 

400g [39], which is comparatively lighter than the reported values of other research 

hands [6]. Similar to human hands, it consists of four fingers and a thumb. The thumb 

is operated by two electrical motors while one motor is dedicated to each finger. All the 

fingers and thumb are made of six bar linkages with piezoelectric thick film sensors 

fabricated on them [40].  

The hand has evolved from improvement of grasping tasks using an adaptive 

controller [41], to the myoelectric controlled hand prosthesis [42] to the additional 

sensors for automatic control [13] [39]. The latest work on the Southampton hand is the 

development of texture sensors to discriminate surface gratings [40]. The finger link 

system of the Southampton Hand is used to acquire information of the surface texture. 

The latest prototype of the Southampton Hand is shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1: A prototype hand made in University of Southampton (reproduced from 

[16]) 

2.2 Tactile Sensing 

Tactile sensing is the detection, measurement and interpretation of the spatial 

distribution of normal force applied on an object surface [43]. In order for artificial 

hands to achieve sensing capabilities as that of humans, the physiology of human skin 

should be understood first. In this review, emphasis is given on two different skin 

regions which are the skin that covers the fingertip and at the upper arm. The skin at the 

fingertips is responsible in sensing surface texture information. It is expected that the 

sensor of the prosthetic hand should be able to replicate the sensing capability of the 

actual fingertips. The signals gathered from the sensor will be transformed into another 

tactile sensation that should be perceived at the upper arm. Therefore the physiology of 

skin at the upper arm should also be known.  

2.2.1 Physiology of Human Skin 

The skin is a major organ of the body that forms about 8% of total body mass 

[44]. Within the skin, there are millions of mechanoreceptors that make up a very 

reliable somatosensory system. This system is responsible for detecting different types 

of senses that contact the skin, such as pain, moisture, heat, prick or various surface 

textures of the object. Should there be loss of other sensory modalities (e.g. sight or 

hearing), the skin would be able to make up for the loss by responding to the object 

being touched by the impaired person. 
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The cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the human skin are responsible for human 

tactile sensations. They are categorized by their adaptability in responding to a constant 

stimulus. A rapidly adapting (also known as fast adapting, FA) mechanoreceptors 

responds well to changes in stimulus position while a slowly adapting (SA) 

mechanoreceptors responds to constant indentation onto the skin surface [44].  There 

are four types of tactile cutaneous mechanoreceptors, which are Meissner, Merkel, 

Pacinian and Ruffini. Details of each mechanoreceptor are shown in Figure 2-2 and 

Table 2-1.  

 

Figure 2-2: Locations of mechanoreceptors in the glabrous and hairy skin of 

human body (reproduced from [45]) 
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Table 2-1: Details of the Tactile Cutaneous Mechanoreceptors 

Mechanoreceptors Meissner  Pacinian Corpuscle Merkel Ruffini  

Adaptability [44] Rapid (FA I) Rapid (FA II) Slow (SA I) Slow (SA II) 

Location [44] Shallow, under the 

groove between the 

dermal papillae 

Deep, underneath dermis and 

in deeper regions of body 

Shallow, in the epidermis right 

under the papillary ridges of 

skin  

Deep, lower parts of 

dermis  

Capabilities [12], 

[44]  

Detect object contact/ 

release/ slippage 

Very  sensitive to mechanical 

deformation / various surface 

texture at high frequencies  

Distinguish details of the 

surface shape of the object 

through light pressure  

Activated by shear 

force / skin stretch  

Tactile perception Distinguish fine 

surface textures 

(<100µm) [46] 

Distinguish fine surface 

textures (<200µm) at 250 Hz 

[21] 

Perceive course textures 

(>100µm) [46] 

N.A. 

Frequency 

Sensitivity  

Low (10 – 50Hz) [44] High (100 – 400 Hz) [44] Low (0-30 Hz) [47] Low (0-15 Hz) [47] 
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Sensory endings in glabrous skin (skin that covers palm, sole of foot and the 

flexor surfaces of fingers and toes) are extremely sensitive to cutaneous stimulation. 

However only glabrous skin on hand is used for tactile discrimination as the 

mechanoreceptors are located just beneath the skin layer  [44].  People are able to 

distinguish the different roughness of a material with 5µm particles and the 9µm 

particles just by sliding their fingers on the material [19]. Depending on the sliding 

speed, angle between finger and material as well as the fingertip region, a fine surface 

with threshold as small as 2.2 µm could be discriminated [48].  

Unlike the glabrous skin, the hairy skin, which is skin that covers the rest of the 

body, is less sensitive to vibration or pressure. This is due to the fact that not many 

mechanoreceptors are located within these areas, except the Pacinian mechanoreceptors 

which are located deep under the tissues surrounding joints and bones. However, at 

higher vibration frequencies, the skin sensitivity are similar to that of the glabrous skin 

[47]. This is contributed by the capability of the Pacinian corpuscles that could be 

activated by vibration frequencies as high as 400 Hz. Figure 2-3 shows the vibration 

detection threshold for human that corresponds to the frequency sensitivity of the 

mechanoreceptors. It can be observed from the figure that a person could detect as low 

as 1µm of indentation on skin at about 250Hz, with the aid of the Pacinian corpuscles 

that could be fired within the particular frequency band. 
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Figure 2-3:  Vibration threshold responses in human body according to the firing 

frequencies of the mechanoreceptors (reproduced from [45]) 
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 A person’s response through the skin to vibration stimuli depends on the 

frequency, amplitude and duration of vibration as well as the area of contactor 

stimulating the skin [49]. The best hairy skin sites to efficiently perceive vibrotactile 

stimuli would be near the wrist, elbow, spine or navel [49]. 

The optimal frequency sensitivity varies between 150 to 300 Hz depending on the 

location in the human body, in which the upper arm has the sensitivity of about 250 Hz 

[45]. The amplitude of vibration refers to the strength of vibration (usually measured in 

gravitational acceleration, g), and this has a linear relationship to the frequency of the 

vibration. The ability to detect the stimulus is higher when the duration of vibration 

increases from 80 to 320 ms, and for short pulses, stimuli longer than 200 ms is 

perceived as annoying [50]. Apart from that, the minimum acceleration threshold for 

detection on skin throughout 50 Hz to 250 Hz frequency range is 0.25 g [51]. Therefore 

it is important to manage the amount of vibration and its duration that act on the skin 

according to the application required. 

2.2.2 Data Acquisition of Artificial Fingers  

There have been significant and increased efforts over the past decades in 

matching the capabilities of human touch sensations for artificial hands. To ensure the 

most accurate and reliable information about the surface texture, factors such as the 

surface properties to be acquired, type of sensors as well as the experimental set up 

should be thoughtfully considered.  

The experimental set-up also plays a major role in achieving excellent accuracy 

for data acquisitions. For example, the sliding velocity and acceleration of the fingers 

have a great effect on the vibration frequency between the surface and the finger. The 

generated frequency should match the frequency bandwidth of the data acquisition unit 

in ensuring all the information is not lost [19]. In accordance to the Shannon-Nyquist 

theorem, to ensure reliable reconstruction of the sampled data, the sampling rate of the 

data acquisition unit should be at least twice of the sampled data. However, in most 

cases, this is barely adequate and the sampling rate should be much more higher than 

twice of the sampled data to take into account possible harmonics [52]. This particular 

characteristic is of tremendous importance as different textures provide different 

vibration frequencies or intensities [53].   
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Another important factor in achieving the most accurate representation of the 

surface texture is the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). In some cases, the required 

magnitude output of the sensor is comparatively lower than the generated interference. 

It is therefore useful to include signal conditioning units with high SNR to amplify 

small signals as well as appropriate filters to avoid aliasing during the signal 

reconstruction process [53].  

The applied force onto the surface texture is also of equal importance. The 

contact normal force should be in an optimal range to avoid undetected information if 

the force is too low or too high, resulting damage to the sensor or the object. A person 

can judge whether the force exerted to the texture is too high or too low with his bare 

finger. However unless the artificial hands is equipped with a smart feedback system, a 

value need to be set to ensure optimum force exerted onto the texture. Okamura used a 

PID force controller to ensure a constant 2N of force during the sliding operation [54] .  

As with the human fingers, the position of the finger itself when sliding across 

the surface texture is also crucial. As published in [48], the top fingertip of human 

finger is more sensitive than the centre fingertips during the step-height test (Figure 

2-4). This is possibly attributed by the location of active sensory nerves within the top 

fingertips. This similar concept is applicable for artificial fingers; the nearer the surface 

to the sensor, the more sensitive it is in acquiring the required information. 

 
  Centre of fingertip    Top of fingertip 

Figure 2-4: Fingertip regions (reproduced from [48])  

The data acquisition part of this work is a continuation and modification of 

previous work by Muridan [40], which looked into the characteristic of the generated 

output signals in determining surface texture of an object. In Muridan’s work, perspex 

grating of different roughness were attached on a specially built aluminium block and 

were moved past the fingertip sensor of a Southampton Hand at varying constant 

velocities. The output voltage has been analysed using the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) and mean standard deviation to produce patterns that directly corresponds to that 

of the gratings [40] , [55]. 

The piezoelectric sensor embedded at the fingertip that was used in Muridan’s 

work, has been designed by Cranny [13] and Cotton [16]. This sensor consists of 
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piezoelectric force sensor that could detect initiation of object slip, piezoresistive strain 

sensor to adjust the hand grip as well as thermistor paste for temperature detection. The 

piezoelectric material is of the PZT type (lead zirconate titanate) as it has a good 

thermal characteristic and high sensitivity, which is useful for prosthetic applications. 

The characteristics of the sensor, although initially designed for different purposes, 

have shown promising results for surface texture detection [40], [55]. The piezoelectric 

sensor layout is as shown in Figure 2-5. 

 

Figure 2-5: Piezoelectric sensor layout (reproduced from [16]). See Figure 5-3 for the 

one used in this work. 

Instead of using real surfaces, the perspex gratings were specially fabricated to 

specific widths of ridges and grooves. This was done to ease the task in comparing the 

measurement of widths from the signal gathered by the sensor with the actual width. 

Apart from that, as the widths of the grooves and ridges were varied in a repeating 

pattern, the signal acquisition capability of the sensor could also be assessed 

systematically.    

The widths of the ridges and grooves of the gratings in one spatial period play an 

important role in perceived roughness. As reported in [20], wider groove width leads to 

better estimation of roughness perception while wider ridges results in lower estimation 

of perceived roughness. Textures with spatial periods greater than 200 µm is 

considered to be rough while lower than that are considered to be fine textures. Figure 

3-3 highlights the groove, ridge and spatial period in gratings. 
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1 spatial period

1 ridge

1 groove  

Figure 2-6: Physical parameters of a grating 

The two Perspex gratings described in Muridan’s work [40], [55]  are both 

considered to be rough (spatial periods of 644 µm and 430 µm). The coarser grating 

has a repeating pattern of grooves every 469 µm with 175 µm groove width while the 

finer grating has a repeating pattern every 258 µm with groove width of 172 µm.  

As described in Section 1.3 of this thesis, the sensitivity of the sensor from 

Muridan’s work [40] has been improved to gather even more information from the 

surface textures. Other surface textures with different grating widths were also added 

into this work. Further to this, the information from the surface textures was then 

translated as a haptic feedback to the upper arm. In other words, the sensation felt when 

sliding the prosthetic finger across the surface texture were recreated and stimulated at 

a different part of the body. The methodologies and results from this follow-up research 

work are explained in the following Chapter 3 to Chapter 8 of this thesis. 

2.3 Haptic Feedback 

In dealing with activities of daily living or special tasks, a person may be faced 

with unwanted situations when the particular objects could not be touched with their 

bare hands. This could be due to the delicacy, size or intricateness of the object that has 

a high risk to be damaged if improperly handled. There are also occasions that the 

object to be manipulated is way out of reach. To address these situations, virtual objects 

are created to mimic the actual properties of the object. The incorporation of the sense 

of touch and control through kinaesthetic or tactile sensation of the virtual objects is 

called haptic feedback.  This technology is deemed to be very important as the 

capability to touch generates reliable outcomes and leads to a greater satisfaction. The 

applications of haptic feedback range from smart phone gadgets [24], educational 
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simulation of force exertion onto virtual objects [56], stroke rehabilitation devices [57] 

as well as useful visualization for space explorations [58]. The sense of touch is also 

very useful during minimally invasive surgery in identifying blood vessels and other 

anatomical structures [59].  

In this work, haptic feedback is used to represent the sensation felt by a prosthetic 

finger when sliding across a surface texture. With the aid of a haptic actuator, the 

sensations were recreated from the signals gathered by the sensors of the prosthetic 

finger, and stimulated at a different part of the body. 

2.3.1 Tactile Sensations for Haptic Actuators 

Haptic actuators are devices that are designed to recreate the kinaesthetic or 

tactile sensation. Kinaesthetic sensations are generated by activating the receptors 

within the muscles, joints and tendons while tactile sensations are generated through 

the activation of mechanoreceptors in the human skin [60]. As this research looks at 

discriminating surface textures, an emphasis will be placed on activating the sensory 

nerves on the human skin. These nerves are fired via various interactions on the skin 

such as friction, skin stretch, normal indentation, vibration, heat, shear, 

electrocutaneous and suction pressure [61].  

The sensation of friction could be created by applying a motor operated cylinder 

around a finger [47] [62]. The rotation of the motor in opposite directions stimulates the 

mechanoreceptors around the fingertip, shown in Figure 2-7. This supplementary 

sensory system is particularly useful for slip detection. 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Motor operated cylinder strapped against finger to stimulate finger 

mechanoreceptors when it rotates (reproduced from [62]) 

 Normal indentation or pressure generally evokes the sensitivity of the Merkel 

mechanoreceptor under the human skin. Raisamo has stated that, the absolute 

sensitivity threshold for fingertips and upper arm are 0.686 mN and 1.47 mN 
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respectively [47]. Possible haptic device that is able to exert pressure onto human skin 

is shape memory alloys [63]. When current passes through the device, it will change its 

shape and eventually constrict and create pressure to the finger that is wrapped within 

the alloy. Stanley and Kuchenbecker have used  a Velcro band, servomotor and a force 

sensing resistor (FSR) to efficiently correlate variation of pressures exerted by users 

[23].  In a separate research work, the capability for feedback discriminations were 

proven through the application of pressure stimulations on the residual limbs of 

transradial amputees [34]. 

Suction pressure typically creates the sensation that the skin is being pushed. 

According to a psychophysical investigation by Makino, when a suction pressure was 

exerted on the fingertips of ten participants, nine responded that they felt as if their 

skins at the fingertips were pushed by a stick [64].  This was in accordance with works 

by Srivinasan that stated skin mechanoreceptors are more sensitive to strain energy 

denstity rather than the direction of the strain stimulus [65].This sensation is also useful 

for slip detection. The suction pressure however induces intense shearing stress on skin 

that could inflict pain to the users [64]  

Vibration is most commonly used to supplement missing or inadequate sensory 

systems. The detection of vibration on human skin is dependent on the driving 

frequency of the associated vibration device. The frequency sensitivity varies 

depending on the area of the body, but the optimal vibration detection frequency lies at 

250 Hz [45]. The intensity of the vibration could be manipulated by adjusting the input 

waveforms. Square waves and sine waves could generate rough and smooth sensations 

respectively [66]. Research into this type of modality is  published in [14], [22], [67], 

and [49], among others. Most have proven the effectiveness of using this type of 

sensation, but Demain suggests that the vibration intensity should be controlled as 

prolonged exposure may cause long-term nerve and tissue damage [66]. 

 Several researchers have compared  the capability of vibrotactile stimulation 

with skin stretch, such as published in [23] and  [68]. It was found out that hairy arms 

are more sensitive to tangential forces as compared to normal forces. Research 

published by Bark et al  compares the relative and absolute position errors for applied 

stretch and vibration on skin [68]. It was shown that the stimulation via skin stretch has 

the lowest errors as opposed to vibratory stimulations. 

Another possible way to stimulate the skin mechanoreceptors is through heat. 

Although it might be a good idea to have this type of feedback, the temperature range 
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should be within 30 - 36ºC to avoid extreme pain or thermal damage. Furthermore, 

human skin may not detect the changes in temperature if it is less than 0.5ºC/minute 

until it becomes very hot [69]. Therefore careful considerations should be taken into 

account when using this tactile stimulation. 

Electrocutaneous stimulation works by passing electric current through skin. The 

sensations vary from tingles to searing pain depending on amount of input current and 

voltage. The stimulation depolarises nerves rather than stimulating a skin sensor. Due 

to possibility of pain, this method is not favoured among consumers and mostly used as 

research prototypes [47]. One recent work that utilizes this method is the design of a 

bionic hand wired to the patient’s nervous systems. This device enables him to control 

his hand movement as well as receiving touch signals from the skin sensors [10]. 

Another type of tactile stimulation is the investigation of spatial resolution, where 

two points of contact on human skin defines the tactile sensitivity [66]. This is the 

minimum distance at which the presence of two stimuli is felt on the skin. The 

fingertips have the greatest discriminative capacity, which is at about 2 mm, while the 

palm and arm are 10 mm and 40 mm respectively [70]. The Braille display, used by the 

visually impaired, is a common example of actuators that utilizes this type of 

stimulation. The pins in the display are pushed up by piezoelectric actuators or solenoid 

[47]. 

2.3.2 Vibration Actuators 

The focus of this literature survey is focused on vibration actuators as vibration is 

responsible in detecting the properties of a surface texture. At the right frequency and 

velocity, the vibrations felt at the fingertips during its sliding motion make it possible 

for texture discrimination. As it is better to have a modality match to achieve intuitive 

haptic feedback [15], it is desirable to process, transform and amplify the vibration 

sensation felt at the fingertips so that the vibrations will also be felt at the residual 

upper arm. Furthermore, this stimulation is more suitable to discriminate rough or 

smooth sensations, if it is not at all painful and could be manipulated to be within the 

acceptable intensity band to avoid nerve or tissue damages. Also, work by D’Alonzo 

[71] showed that the vibration supplementary sensation promotes a sense body-

ownership of the attached artificial hand in transradial amputees. 
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With varying vibrations in terms of strength, frequency and pattern, the haptic 

actuators are very capable in providing users valuable tactile information. This 

mechanism is widely applied in mobile phones and pagers, to alert the users on 

incoming calls or messages.  This mechanism is also commonly included in joysticks, 

to imitate the virtual sensation during video gaming sessions.  

There are various models of haptic actuators currently available in the market, 

typically categorized into three different types, which are eccentric rotating mass 

actuator (ERM), linear resonant actuator (LRA) and piezo actuator. 

An ERM Vibration motor is a DC motor with an asymmetric mass attached to the 

shaft. As the ERM rotates, the centripetal force of the eccentric mass drives a net 

centrifugal force that leads to movement of the motor from its initial position. Repeated 

rotations of the ERM create a constant displacement of the motor, and are considered as 

vibration [72]. 

To shorten the lag time of the motor, simple H-bridge circuitry is applied to the 

motor for active –braking mechanism. This is done by changing the polarity of the DC 

voltage of the motor, which in turn changes the direction of motor rotation. Similarly, 

to reduce the rise time of the motor, Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is  applied to 

quickly rotate the motor at a higher voltage [72]. 

Unlike the ERM, the Linear Resonant Actuator is made of a spring-mounted 

mass and vibrates in a linear motion. It requires sinusoidal input with a frequency that 

should match the resonant frequencies of the system, or at least to be driven within a 

narrow band of their resonant frequencies [73]. This characteristic makes it easier for 

vibration control, in which it could be adjusted by changing the amplitude of the 

sinusoid driver signal [72]. The disadvantage of this type of actuator that it only work 

within a narrow band (±2 Hz), and frequency drift will reduce the vibration 

tremendously [74].  

Piezoelectric actuators could be in the form of disks or rectangular strips, and 

could be configured in single or multiple layers. In multiple layers configuration, 

stronger haptic response could be achieved [75] but it would require a higher driving 

peak-to-peak voltage [73]. This type of actuator vibrates when it is bent or deformed by 

the differential voltage applied at both ends of the actuator. The piezo actuators are 

regarded as high-definition (HD) haptics due to their faster rise times, higher bandwidth 
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(crisp), lower audible noise as well as stronger vibration [73]. Table 2-2 summarizes 

the comparisons between all three haptic actuators.  

Table 2-2: Characteristics of the Eccentric Rotating Mass (ERM) Actuator, Linear 

Resonant Actuator (LRA) and Piezoelectric Actuator 

Characteristics ERM LRA Piezoelectric 

Drive Voltage 

(V) 

Low: 0.5 – 5.5  

(peak) [76] 

Low: 0.3 - 2 

(RMS) [77] 

High: 100 – 200 (peak-to-

peak) [78] 

Response Time 

(milliseconds) 

[74] 

~ 50  ~ 30         0.5  

Vibration 

Method [79] 

A motor with 

rotating eccentric 

mass (tri-

directional 

vibration)  

Spring mass 

system that 

oscillates in linear 

motion 

(unidirectional 

vibration) 

Piezoelectric beam that 

bends when voltage is 

applied (unidirectional 

vibration) 

Cost [80] Low Low High 

Advantages [74] Easy to drive, low 

cost 

Faster response 

time than ERM 

Quick response time, 

wide frequency 

bandwidth 

Limitation Slow response [73] 

 

Requires exact 

frequency as its 

resonant 

frequency [80] 

Requires very high 

driving voltage, difficult 

to be integrated [80] 

Common 

Applications 

[73], [80] 

Cell Phones / 

Handheld devices 

Smart Phones Touchpads / Phones / 

Games 

 Judging from their capabilities and limitations, the ERM is deemed as the most 

suitable actuator to provide vibration to the upper arm. This is because it is low cost, 

with a reasonable response time, simple configuration and only requires low voltage. 

This actuator can also be adjusted to match the desired 250 Hz bandwidth specification.  

The ERM will be located at the upper arm although the spine or navel would 

have a greater vibrotactile sensitivity [49]. This is mainly because the residual arm is 

nearer to the prosthetic device, hence the wiring is shorter. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has highlighted the expansion of research into the prosthetic/ 

artificial hands. Many researches have shown that the devices are able to provide haptic 

feedback or capable to decipher surface textures, but very little research has been 

carried out in integrating both properties together.  

The capabilities of human mechanoreceptors in acquiring signals were reviewed 

to see how they could be replicated in artificial hands. Based on the literature on the 

data acquisition of artificial hands, the piezoelectric sensors have shown encouraging 

results in detecting different widths of surface gratings. This gives reassurance in 

exploring the capabilities further with this sensor. From a study of the literature it has 

also been found that the optimum frequency of the Pacinian corpuscle, the 

mechanoreceptors located deep underneath the skin of an upper arm is 250 Hz. This 

will be the frequency of operation when supplying the haptic feedback to the residual 

upper arm.   

To decide on the type of supplementary sensation to be provided to the residual 

upper arm, various ways in activating the sensory nerves on the human skin have been 

reviewed. From the literature, the vibration sensation fits the criteria in replicating the 

sensation felt on finger. One of the reasons for this fitting criterion is that vibration is 

also generated during surface texture exploration. Therefore to achieve intuitive haptic 

sensation, a modality match is desired. 
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Chapter 3 Simulation of the 

Haptic Characteristics  

From the review in the previous chapter, the most suitable supplementary 

sensation to be delivered to the residual arm would be vibration, which will be provided 

by an Eccentric Rotation Mass (ERM). Various factors were considered to pick the best 

available ERM in the market. To test its capability in producing the desired vibration 

sensation, the haptic characteristics of the ERM, specifically in terms of its transient 

responses, were simulated. 

3.1 Selection of a Suitable Haptic Actuator 

Some experiments and simulations have been carried out in generating suitable 

haptic feedback that should provide the same sensation felt when sliding a finger on a 

surface texture. There are various factors in deciding the most suitable actuator for this 

application. The selection factors include response time, bandwidth, voltage 

requirement, power consumption, cost, mass and ease of interface with controller. The 

detailed descriptions of each criterion are as tabulated in Table 3-1. 

Going through the list of considerations, the Pico Vibe
TM

 vibration motor (model 

304-111) from Precision Microdrives was selected as it fits the selection criteria 

satisfactorily. According to the product data sheet (Appendix A), the overall response 

time of the motor (including lag, rise and stop time) is 80 milliseconds and can produce 

vibration frequency within 0.1 to 300 Hz. The motor has a rated voltage of 3V, with a 

typical operating current and power consumption of 50 mA and 150 mW respectively. 

The body diameter and length are 4.6 mm and 11 mm respectively with a mass of 1.1 g. 
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The haptic device has a low unit cost of £4.20 which is considerably lower among other 

types of haptic actuator.  

Table 3-1: Selection Criteria for Haptic Actuator 

No. Selection Factors Details 

1.  
Response time Within 1.0 to 1.5 s for overall task [6] 

2.  
 Bandwidth Should be able to produce 250 Hz, which is the 

optimum frequency for the activation of Pacinian 

corpuscle located at the skin of the upper arm 

[45] 

3.  
Voltage Requirement The actuator will be handheld and battery 

operated, hence low voltage  is preferred  

4.  
Power Consumption Low 

5.  
Cost Low   

6.  
Mass Low, as it will be mounted onto human arm 

7.  
Size Small   

  

Figure 3-1: Pico Vibe
TM

 vibration motor, shown on 6mm isometric grid (reproduced 

from [81]) 

3.2 Transfer Function of the Haptic Actuator  

An experiment was designed to obtain a transfer function that represents the 

motor as accurately as possible. This transfer function is useful as it will allow for 

simulation of the output responses of the motor in terms of speed, transient response 

and frequency as well as vibration amplitude when given an input voltage.  

The required parameters in obtaining the transfer function are armature 

resistance, Ra (Ω), armature inductance, La (H), back EMF constant, Kb (Vs/rad), 

Eccentric mass 

Leads 

DC Motor 
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torque constant, KT (Nm/A), viscous friction coefficient, B (Nms/rad) and rotor 

moment of inertia, J (kgm
2
) [82]. The armature resistance, Ra and armature inductance, 

La are easily measured using an inductor capacitance resistance (LCR) meter. The rotor 

moment of inertia, J is obtained by substituting the values of mass (m) and radius (r) of 

the motor to the following equation: 

25.0 mrJ    (1)  

 To obtain the rest of the parameters, the motor was rotated freely and 

measurements were obtained when the rotation has become constant. In doing so, a 

power supply and a handheld digital tachometer (Premier Farnell ST-6236B) were 

used. The tachometer was used to measure angular velocity, ω (rpm) once the current, 

Ia (A) has become constant. This indicates that the system has reached steady state. The 

voltage supply, Ea, was set according to the motor’s rated voltage, which is 3V. The 

following equations were used to obtain the required parameters: 

baaa KRIE    (2) 

bT KK                 (3) 

 aT IKB                  (4) 

The experimental apparatus is as shown in Figure 3-2. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Experimental apparatus to obtain motor transfer function 

Power Supply 

ERM DC Motor 

Digital Tachometer 
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Via explicit measurement of the DC motor, the physical parameters were 

determined, as shown in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2: Parameters for the Selected DC motor 

No. Parameters Values 

1 Armature resistance, Ra (Ω) 33.2 

2 Armature inductance, La (µH) 80.1 

3 Back EMF constant, Kb (Vs/rad)*  7.6x10
-4

 

4 Torque constant, KT (Nm/A)*  7.6x10
-4

 

5 Viscous friction coefficient, B (Nms/rad) 34.9x10
-9

 

6 Rotor moment of inertia, J (kgm
2
) 5.63x10

-10
  

*Neglecting the power loss by armature resistance, it follows that electrical power is 

equal to mechanical power of motor. Therefore KT = KB in both theory and practice [83]. 

Using the parameters, the motor transfer function is obtained using the following 

armature-current controlled DC motor equation derived from [82] as follows: 

                  
Tbaa

T
v

KKBJssLR

K

V
sG




)])([(
)(


                        

  ( 5) 

where ω represents the resulting velocity (rad/s) while V is the input armature voltage 

(V). Through substitutions, the DC motor transfer function is: 
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 (6) 

This second-order DC motor characteristic is an overdamped low pass system, with 

natural frequency, ωn, of 6216 rad/s and damping ratio, ζ, of 33.293.  

3.3 Simulation of the Haptic Actuator 

The next stage of this research work is to run MATLAB simulations using the 

derived motor transfer function. The simulation is divided into two parts. The first is to 

simulate the transient response of the DC motor while the second part is to simulate the 

amplitude of vibration. In the first part, the voltage supplied to the DC motor can be 
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varied according to the motor’s specification to see how voltage affects the speed. Also 

the rise time and settling time for each of the instances can be observed. 

In the second part of the simulation, the following parameters are used in Table 

3-3 to estimate the vibration amplitude. 

Table 3-3: Parameters for Vibration Amplitude Estimation 

No. Parameters Values 

1 Unit mass of motor, mo 1.1 g 

2 Mass of  the eccentric rotating mass, m 0.5 g 

3 Radius of eccentric mass, r  2x10
-1 

 m 

4 Driving frequency of motor, ωr 0 – 250 Hz (0 – 1570 rad/s) 

 

 The eccentric rotating mass of the motor is the offset (non-symmetric) mass 

attached to the DC motor shaft. This offset mass is responsible in generating vibration 

during the rotation of the motor due to the asymmetric centripetal force [72]. Figure 3-3 

shows the eccentric rotating mass of a DC motor.  

Eccentric Rotating 

Mass

DC Motor

 

Figure 3-3 : Eccentric Rotating Mass of a DC motor (reproduced from [79]) 

3.3.1 Transient Response of the Haptic Actuator 

Several output responses were generated by varying the input voltage to the 

system transfer function. By performing this MATLAB simulation, the transient 

response (settling time and rise time) was estimated as well as the resulting motor 

speed at a given voltage. The voltages were varied at 0.5 V step sizes, at which 0.6 V,  

3 V and 3.6 V are the lowest, rated and maximum voltage respectively. The plots are as 

shown in Figure 3-4. 
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0.6 V Step Input Voltage 3 V Step Input Voltage 

 

 

3.6 V Step Input Voltage  

Figure 3-4: Transient responses at 0.6 V, 3 V and 3.6 V. The final motor speeds were 

recorded at 263 rad/s, 1320 rad/s and 1580 rad/s for 0.6 V, 3 V and 3.6 V respectively. 

The rise and settling time maintained at 24 milliseconds and 42 milliseconds. 

3.3.2 Amplitude of Vibration 

The amplitudes of vibration were simulated using the obtained values of the 

motor speed. The input voltages were varied in 0.5 V step sizes. The amplitudes were 
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recorded in terms of displacement (m), and acceleration (g). The plots for 3 V are as 

shown in Figure 3-5 . 

 

 

Figure 3-5: Displacement amplitude (4.2 µm peak-to-peak) and acceleration amplitude 

(0.76 g peak-to-peak) when voltage is supplied at 3 V, with motor speed of 1320 rad/s.  

The relationships between variation of the input voltage (0.6 V - 3.6 V) to the 

generated speed as well as vibration amplitudes are as shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 

3-7.  
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Figure 3-6: Speed of Motor (rad/s) and Frequency (Hz) vs. Voltage (V). The linear fits 

were obtained using Microsoft Excel software. 
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Figure 3-7: Displacement Amplitude (µm) and Acceleration (grms) vs. Voltage (V). The 

linear and quadratic fits were obtained using Microsoft Excel software. 
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The relationship between the input voltages to the transient responses, speed, frequency 

and vibration amplitude is as tabulated in Appendix B. 

3.4 Discussion 

The transfer function, as stated in equation (6), offers useful information 

regarding the selection of a miniature DC motor. This second order system has a very 

high natural frequency of 6216 rad/s (989.3 Hz), which indicates the system is very 

stable as the highest driving frequency to the system is about 1580 rad/s (251. 5 Hz). 

The motor also has a damping ratio of greater than 1, which means the system has an 

overdamped response. This steady behaviour ensures that there is no sudden jolt of 

sharp vibration felt at the arm during the initial rotation of the motor. 

From the simulation outcomes in Figure 3-4, it can also be seen that the motor 

will be able to reach the desired speed within 42 milliseconds. The rise time, which is 

the time taken for the motor to achieve from 10% to 90% of its desired speed is about 

24 milliseconds. These responses are well within target; it is stated that 0.8 – 1.5 s is 

adequate for prosthetic hands [6]. Should a faster response be needed, a Proportional-

Derivative (PD) controller will be included as part of the design in the future.     

The peak-to-peak amplitude of vibration has been simulated in terms of 

displacement (refers to skin indentation), as well as acceleration (Figure 3-5). Although 

each type of amplitude will be felt similarly on the skin, the way it is represented is 

useful for the vibration analysis. Displacement is mostly used for machines with 

rotating speeds lesser than 100 rad/s while lateral acceleration is used for higher 

rotating frequencies. The rotational acceleration is also one of the accepted practices in 

measuring vibration amplitude. A measured 1 g peak-to-peak acceleration is 

approximately 9.8ms
-2

 peak-to-peak lateral acceleration [84].  

As stated in [45], a person can detect about 10 mm skin indentation at frequency 

of 20 Hz. As the frequency increases to the optimal frequency of the Pacinian 

corpuscle, which is 250 Hz, the skin indentation can be detected as low as 1 µm. 

According to [76], the lowest level of vibration can be detected on human skin is 0.04 

g. By referring to the Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 with this background information, the 

voltage input to the motor could be varied even from around 0.6 V up to 3.6 V to 

ensure sufficient vibration could be felt at the skin of the upper arm.  
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The simulation plots in Figure 3-6 show the linear relationship between the 

voltage versus the motor speed and its driving frequency. As the voltage increases, the 

rotation speed of the DC motor increases which leads to the increment of frequency. It 

can be seen that the motor generates frequencies between 42 Hz to 251 Hz depending 

on the input voltage. This is in accordance with [85] that states the Pacinian corpuscle 

in the hairy skin has a band-pass characteristic, which has a sensitivity between 65 to 

400 Hz. As the frequency bandwidth of the skin falls within the frequency bandwidth 

generated by the motor, it imparts confidence that the skin will be able to detect the 

vibration of the motor in encoding the surface texture efficiently. As shown in Figure 

3-7, the measured peak-to-peak accelerations were converted to the root mean square 

(RMS) acceleration to determine its effective vibration energy content. As the 

simulated vibrations were purely sinusoid, the RMS values were calculated with known 

value of peak acceleration, pk, using the following general formula: 

                                                   pkRMS .707.0  ( 7) 

The relationships between the voltage versus the displacement and acceleration 

have also been explored, as shown in Figure 3-7. The displacement amplitude linearly 

increased with increment of voltage input as expected. The quadratic (second order) 

behaviour of the acceleration in relation to the voltage input is also as predicted. This is 

because acceleration is a second order derivative to the displacement.  

The only parameters that remained almost constant throughout the voltage 

variation were the settling and rise times. This could be explained by referring to the 

motor’s root locus plot, generated using MATLAB, in Figure 3-8. As the gain is 

increased to 2.53 x 10
5
 and beyond, the location of the pole will remain at -2.07. Pole 

locations show the transient responses for a system. The further away it is from the 

origin, the faster the transient response is [86]. For this case, as the pole location is 

constant at increasing gain, the transient responses are also constant as the voltage is 

increased. As the gain of the motor is already high (at 1.7 x 10
10

), increasing the 

voltage does not have any effect to the transient response at all.  Changing the voltage 

only affects the speed of motor. The simplest way to improve the transient responses of 

the motor is by adding another pole and zero to the system. The PD (Proportional-

Derivative) and PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) are the common controllers 

used for improving transient responses [86].   
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Figure 3-8: Root locus plot for the DC motor (processed in MATLAB) 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter described simulations that were used to predict the transient 

responses of the motor as well as its amplitude of vibration at a given input voltage. In 

order the simulation could be conducted, an experiment has been done to obtain the 

transfer function of the haptic system. Throughout the experimental and simulation 

work, adjustments of the input voltage were observed to affect the driving frequency of 

the actuator, which in turn generates the amplitude of vibration accordingly. The 

transient responses also provide some estimation in preparing the next haptic event, 

such as the time it may take when the step input is increased or decreased. This part of 

the research presented in this chapter has been presented and published in an IEEE 

conference [87].  
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Chapter 4 Validation of the 

Haptic Characteristics  

To confirm the MATLAB simulation results, an experiment was designed to 

measure the amplitude of vibration generated by the miniature DC motor. Three 

devices have been identified to measure the amplitude of vibration produced by the 

miniature DC motor, which are laser interferometer, a wearable wireless sensor and a 

linear accelerometer. Each has been tested for its reliability and accuracy to obtain the 

best vibration measurement. 

The laser interferometer (KEYENCE LC-2400W) is equipped with a sensor head 

that has the capability to measure the height and eccentricity of a specified object [88]. 

The sensor head is of the diffuse-reflective type and is equipped with LabView 

software to record the amplitude and frequency of vibration of the miniature DC motor. 

The motor was enclosed in a rigid plastic enclosure and was allowed to rotate freely on 

a designated platform under the beam of the laser. The vibration reading was obtained 

in millivolts and automatically converted to displacement amplitude (µm) by LabView. 

However the sensitivity of the laser interferometer is 0.5µm, which was not 

sensitive enough to obtain accurate results of the vibration amplitude. Furthermore, 

even after recalibration, the outputs obtained during the experiment (peak-to-peak laser 

displacement and output voltage) were inconsistent and not repeatable. The possible 

reason for the inconsistency was due to the elasticity of the tape that holds the motor 

onto the platform. 

To overcome the sensitivity and inconsistency issues, a wearable wireless sensor 

(model Shimmer3 from Shimmer), was used in place of the laser interferometer. This 

clinical grade sensor, commercially used for biophysical and motion sensing, is fitted 

with a 3-axis accelerometer that could be set to either ±1.5g or ±6g. The 3dB cut-off 
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frequencies are 400 Hz for the X and Y axes, and 300 Hz for the Z axis and the 

corresponding maximum sampling rate of the accelerometer is 1 kHz. Bluetooth is used 

to acquire the vibration signal and the data is automatically transferred to the computer 

via the Shimmer Connect software [89].     

The Shimmer device was taped down onto the table using blue tack. The 

miniature DC motor was securely glued on top of the device. Measurements were taken 

from 0.5V-3.5V (at 0.5V step size). However, the Shimmer sensor was too sensitive to 

vibration to capture useful experimental results.  The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of 

some of the collected data also showed that the frequency response of the vibration is 

much higher than that indicated by the simulation results and motor technical 

specification. The occurrences of very high instantaneous amplitudes were also 

observed during the actions of turning the motor on or off or of sudden movement.  

4.1 Hardware Configuration of a Linear Accelerometer 

To obtain an accurate vibration measurement, a linear accelerometer with 

minimum bandwidths of 2 kHz was selected. A linear accelerometer is a sensor that 

provides a voltage output proportional to the detected acceleration due to movement. 

The LIS3L02AS4 linear accelerometer was selected to measure the amplitude of 

vibration generated by the haptic actuator. It is a tri-axis (X, Y and Z directions) 

accelerometer with an IC interface that is able to acquire acceleration information and 

provide an analog signal to external devices such as oscilloscope or host computer. The 

frequency bandwidths are 4kHz for X, Y axes and 2.5kHz for Z axis [91].  

To eliminate transients of high interference, power supply decoupling capacitors 

are required for this circuit. As a common design practice, the capacitors should be 

placed the nearest possible to the circuit to ensure high frequency noise to be kept away 

from the circuit [92]. A 100nF ceramic and 10µF aluminium electrolytic decoupling 

capacitors were chosen as recommended by the manufacturer of the LIS3LO2AS4 [91]. 

To obtain best results with the accelerometer output, the frequency bandwidth 

should be the smallest possible for a given application [91]. The maximum frequency 

of vibration generated by the miniature DC motor is 250 Hz, hence the cut-off 

frequencies (fc) of the accelerometer outputs were chosen at 1 kHz. The cut-off 

frequencies were implemented by adding external capacitors (Cload(X,Y,Z)) at the output 

pins. These act as low pass filters for anti-aliasing and noise reduction for the circuit. 
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The values of the external capacitors could be obtained using the following general 

formula: 

                                
outc

ZYXload
Rf

F
C

..2

45.1
),,(




  

(8) 

Rout represents the internal filtering resistor, which is 110 kΩ (with ±20% tolerance) 

according to the manufacturer’s datasheet. The external capacitors were chosen as 1nF 

(the nearest value of available capacitors), which gives acceptable value of cut-off 

frequency within the ±20% tolerance of the internal resistor.  

4.2 Calibration of the Accelerometer 

To ensure the accelerometer is working in perfect condition, several 

characteristics of the accelerometer were tested against the manufacturers’ datasheet. 

The characteristics include Self-Test, Zero-g level and Orientation. 

4.2.1 Self-Test 

 This test is done to verify the movement of the seismic mass by the electrostatic 

test-force of the accelerometer [91]. For a given voltage in the self-test mode (Vst), the 

output voltage change, Vout(Δ), in relation to the movement of the seismic mass is 

defined by the following equation: 

)0()1()( LogicVstoutLogicVstoutout VVV    (9) 

The self-test was done at the full-scale of ±6G. The results were compared with 

the accelerometer’s datasheet to ensure that the self-test voltage output changes are 

within the typical values of the calibrated specification by the manufacturer.  

4.2.2 Zero-g Level 

The zero-g level corresponds to the output signal of the accelerometer without the 

presence of gravitational acceleration. On a horizontal surface, with the accelerometer 

pins pointing upwards, the sensor will measure zero-g in X and Y axes while +1g for Z 

axis. The accelerometer is factory calibrated at Vdd = 3.3V, hence the ideal voltage 

output, Vout, at zero-g is mid-way between 0 and 3.3V, i.e. Vout = Vdd/2=1.650 V. A 
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deviation greater than the Vout is considered as positive acceleration, while deviation 

lesser than Vout is considered as negative acceleration. These deviations from the zero-g 

level are known as zero-g offset  [91]. 

For this application, the zero-g level of the accelerometer has been tested on a 

horizontal surface with the pins pointing downwards. The voltage outputs for all three 

axes with no presence of acceleration are as shown in Table 4-1. The obtained voltage 

outputs will be considered in calibrating the accelerometer according to its orientation.  

Table 4-1: Voltage outputs for X, Y and Z axes without the presence of gravitational 

accelerations in the X and Y directions 

Axes X Y Z 

Corresponding Acceleration (g) 0 0 -1 

Voltage Output (Vout), V 1.664 1.705 1.114 

 

4.2.3 Orientation Check 

The orientation check is important to relate the g acceleration with the obtained 

output voltage. The output voltage are measured at 6 orientations of the accelerometer 

(+X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, -Z). These voltages correspond to the g acceleration at the chosen 

scale (±6G). By tilting the accelerometer by 90º about the three axes, any two of the 

readings would be 0g and the third would be either -1g or +1g.  

A spirit level was used to ensure measurements were carried out on a level 

surface. To ensure a perfect 90º orientation, a protractor was placed on top of the scale, 

and the accelerometer was taped onto it.  

By supplying an input voltage, Vdd of 3.3V to the accelerometer, the output 

voltages at 0º, +90º, 180º and 270º were measured. These values are important in 

obtaining the linear relationship between the output voltage and its corresponding g 

acceleration, as shown in Figure 4-1. Both plots and linear equations were obtained 

using Microsoft Excel. 
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Figure 4-1 : Linear Relationship between Acceleration (g) and Output Voltage (V) 

The linear relationships between the acceleration (GX, GY, GZ) and output voltage 

(VX, VY, VZ) for the 3 axes were obtained as follows: 

VX = 0.6495(GX) + 1.6595 (10) 

VY = 0.655(GY) + 1.615 (11) 

VZ = 0.6405(GZ) + 1.7155        (12) 

Manipulating the equations, the accelerations (GX, GY, GZ) for the X, Y and Z axes 
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As the corresponding acceleration for the Z-axis at the initial condition (when no 

acceleration acting on the accelerometer) is -1g (as recorded in Table 5-1), +1g is added 

to the GZ equation to set the measurements to begin at 0g.  

4.3 Experimental Apparatus for Vibration Measurement 

The miniature motor was securely positioned on top of the accelerometer using 

superglue to record the generated vibration when voltage is supplied to it. As a 

common practice, a 100 µF (non-polar ceramic) decoupling capacitor was included 

with the motor circuit design. The motor was allowed to freely rotate and 

measurements were taken when the motor reached steady-state. Two separate power 

sources were utilized to supply input voltages to the motor and accelerometer. Output 

data were measured using a 4-channel digital phosphor oscilloscope (Tektronix 

DPO3014). The experimental setup and the accelerometer/ motor circuit are as shown 

in Figure 4-2and Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-2: Experimental apparatus to obtain the vibration amplitude of the motor 
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Figure 4-3: Accelerometer and motor circuit. The arrows on left show the vibration 

axes of the motor and the accelerometer 

4.4 Experimental Results 

4.4.1 Acceleration Outputs and Frequency Responses 

The acceleration outputs were recorded in the X, Y and Z axes for input 

voltages to the motor that were varied from the 0.6 V (typical start voltage). Increments 

were made in 0.5 V steps to 3 V (rated voltage) and then to 3.6 V (maximum operating 

voltage of the motor).  

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Matlab® was used to examine the frequency 

response generated by the motor vibration. Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-7 show the 

accelerations and the FFT responses observed for 1V and 3.5V respectively. 
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Figure 4-4: 1V supply – Acceleration Waveforms for the X, Y and Z axes. 

 

Figure 4-5: 1V frequency response observed in the X, Y and Z axes. Dominant 

frequencies (highest peaks) were observed at 152.6 Hz at X axis and 19.07 Hz at both 

Y and Z axes  
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Figure 4-6: 3.5V supply – Acceleration Waveforms for the X, Y and Z axes. 

 

Figure 4-7: 3.5V frequency response observed in the X, Y and Z axes. Dominant 

frequencies (highest peaks) were observed at 324.2 Hz for all axes.  
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4.4.2 Vibration Amplitudes and Frequency Response vs. Voltage Input of the Motor 

The measured data were tabulated to observe the effects of voltage supply of the 

motor to the vibration amplitudes and generated frequencies. (See Appendix C for the 

data). Figure 4-8 shows the relationship between vibration amplitudes (in root mean 

square), with the motor input voltage while Figure 4-9 highlights the relationship of 

generated frequencies to the motor input voltage.  
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 Figure 4-8: Acceleration (g) vs. Voltage (V) 
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 Figure 4-9: Vibration Frequency (Hz) vs. Voltage (V) 
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4.5 Discussions 

From the experiment, the motor was struggling to rotate when voltage supply was 

less than 1V (Figure 4-4). It could be observed that at 1V, the highest peak acceleration 

were recorded at 0.25g for x and z axes and 0.5g for y axis. Dual peak frequency 

responses observed between the x and the y and z axes (Figure 4-5) also indicate that 

the vibration output of the motor is not consistent at a lower voltage. 

From the experiment, as the voltage supply increases, the peak-to-peak 

acceleration of the motor  picked-up and went up to 5.4g peak-to-peak at 3.6V (Figure 

4-6) which is half of the simulated output. This is because the mass of the circuit board 

affects the vibration amplitude. Increasing the mass of the vibrated object reduces the 

net vibration acceleration. This in turn will decrease the chance of vibration being 

perceived. Therefore it would take higher input supply to generate vibration for a 

heavier test rig and vice-versa [81]. The simulated results only consider mass of the 

miniature motor which is 1.1 g while the circuit board consists of an accelerometer and 

extra wirings, with a total mass of 16.11 g.  

For a given voltage supply, the motor will vibrate in two planes that are 

perpendicular to the body length of the motor [81]. For this application, the X and Z 

axes were perpendicular while the Y axis was in parallel to the body length of the 

motor (Figure 4-3). It could be observed from Figure 4-8 that the vibration experienced 

in the X and Z axes were much stronger as compared to the Y axis. When positioned on 

the skin surface, the vibrations in the X and Z axes will be felt as a slight stretching and 

indentation on the skin respectively. During the psychophysical investigation at the 

final stage of this project, the directionality of the haptic stimulation will be considered 

only at the axis where the strongest vibration is produced. This will ensure that the 

frequency of vibration of the motor could be controlled within the desired bandwidth. 

Further explanation in achieving the strongest vibration axis of the motor is described 

in Section 8.3. 

To measure the effective vibration energy content, the measured peak-to-peak 

accelerations should be converted to the root mean square (RMS) accelerations [93], 

[94]. The outcome of the conversion is as shown in Figure 4-8 . It can be seen that the 

highest effective vibration content was recorded at 1.8 grms and 1.5 grms at the X-axis 

and Z-axis respectively, with voltage supply of 3.5V. The plot is useful as it gives 

information on the actual vibration to be felt by the users at varying voltage inputs.  
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The relationship between the frequency and voltage supply for both simulation 

and experiment is plotted in Figure 4-9. By adding the linear trend lines to the plot, it 

was observed that the experiment result (R
2
=0.9433) is not as perfectly linear as 

compared to the simulations results (R
2
=1). This result is expected, as the motor is 

subjected to external factors during experiment, such as the way it is mounted and the 

actual maximum frequency/vibration it could handle. Nevertheless the simulation 

results obtained previously provides a background idea on the behaviour the motor at 

different voltage supplies. 

To further assess the relationship of the frequency of vibration to input voltage, a 

log trend line has been used. With the R
2
 value of 0.9936, it gives reliable information 

in estimating the required voltage for a desired frequency of vibration. 

It could be observed from Figure 4-9 that the motor generates vibration frequency 

between 76 Hz to 320 Hz depending on the input voltage. This frequency band falls 

within the frequency sensitivity of the hairy skin which is between 65 to 400 Hz [85]. 

The frequency of interest, which is 250 Hz, occurs when the motor is supplied with 2V. 

At this voltage, the accelerations (RMS) of the motor are 0.5 g and 0.2 g at the X and Z 

axes respectively, which are within the range of detection threshold of the skin at 50 Hz 

to 250 Hz frequency range [51] .  

4.6 Summary 

This chapter compared the simulation results with the actual setting by measuring 

the amplitude of the miniature motor vibration using a 3-axis linear accelerometer. The 

findings show that both simulation and experiments have similar trends, in which the 

vibration and frequency will increase as the voltage supply to the motor is increased. 

The plots obtained from the experiment give valuable information for manipulation of 

supply voltage in obtaining the desired frequency and vibration. External factors that 

affect the amplitude and frequency of vibration such as the mass and material of arm 

band strap to mount the motor have also been identified and will be considered as 

selection factors in the next stage of this research work. This part of research work has 

been presented and published at a conference technically co-sponsored by the IEEE 

Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society [95].  
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Chapter 5 Data Acquisition 

Strategies 

The next stage of this research work was to acquire signals from the sensor 

when it was in contact with textured surface. A test rig by Muridan [96] has been used 

and modified for this purpose. The test rig consisted of a hollow aluminium sliding tube 

with attached linear encoder. This assembly was originally from an inkjet printer and is 

powered by a DC motor. The linear encoder attached to the printer sliding mechanism 

measures the position of the sliding tube relative to the aluminium base. The velocity of 

the block was varied by varying the voltage supplied to the DC motor. A finger link 

that holds the piezoelectric sensor was positioned at the middle of the sliding block. 

The voltage output in relation to the textured surface was recorded using a 200kS/s data 

acquisition device by National Instruments (NI DAQPad-6016). The test apparatus is 

shown in Figure 5-1. 

 

Figure 5-1: Test apparatus for data acquisition process 
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5.1 Movement mechanism of the test apparatus 

A new movement mechanism has been included in the test apparatus to ensure 

the block only slides along the required length. This is to prevent it from sliding off the 

base and significantly distort the acquired signal. Furthermore some part of the circuits 

may get damaged when subjected to impact forces from the high momentum if it 

accidentally slid off the base track. 

The movement mechanism was controlled by a Double Pole Double Throw 

(DPDT) ON-ON switch and two limit switches at both ends of the rig. The DPDT 

switch was used to rotate the motor in forward and reverse directions. The working 

voltage supply to run the motor was 6V, with a current supply of 500 mA. The limit 

switches disconnect the DC power supply when the sliding block reaches the ends of 

the track, so that the block stops moving further off the track. A Single Pole Double 

Throw (SPDT) switch was used to power up the entire circuit as well as to provide 

signals to a light emitting diode (LED) indicating the power state (on/off). To avoid 

friction during the movement, nylon bolts were fitted at the left and bottom sides of the 

tube. The circuitry for the movement mechanism is as shown in Appendix D. 

5.2 Data Acquisition Device and Configurations 

5.2.1 NIDAQPad-6016 

To ensure a much higher resolution output than the previous work [96], the 

NIDAQPad-6016 (Figure 5-2) has been chosen to acquire signals from the sensor. The 

device consists of 16 single-ended / 8 differential input channels with 16 bits resolution 

at a maximum sampling rate of 200 kS/s. The NIDAQPad-6016 is a bus-powered 

multifunction system that only require power supplied through the Universal Serial Bus 

(USB) without external power supply  [97].  
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Figure 5-2: NIDAQPad-6016 Data Acquisition Device (reproduced from [97]) 

Apart from its high resolution signal output, this device has 2 analog output 

channels, which made it capable in controlling the voltage output for the haptic 

actuator. With the aid of the LabView program, a signal acquired from the piezoelectric 

sensor was processed to produce associated on and off pulses to represent repetition of 

regular patterns of the surface texture. This signal was passed from the data acquisition 

device to a motor driver circuit to power the miniature DC motor of the haptic actuator.  

5.2.2 Terminal Configurations and Rig Connections 

Two inputs were acquired with the NI data acquisition device. One input was 

from the piezoelectric sensor and another from the encoder. In acquiring the signal 

generated during the sliding motion of the piezoelectric sensor on the surface texture, 

the INA118 instrumentation amplifier output was electrically connected to the analog 

input channel of the device. As the data acquisition system is a floating source, the 

ground reference output of the amplifier was connected to the common reference point 

terminal of device, and subsequently grounded.   

The encoder was wired to the second analog input terminal of the acquisition 

device. A voltage divider has been constructed to scale down the range of the encoder 

output to 0.29V (initially at 3.2V) to match the sensor output signal which operated 

within the same voltage range. This was done so that the magnitudes of the two signals 

were similar and thereby ensured easier observation of both input signals at the control 

panel. The encoder signal is used to measure the position and velocity of the moving 

block. 
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The acquisitions for both signals were done simultaneously and continuously at 

the frequency rate of 75 kHz per channel, with -0.5V to 0.5V input range. The sampling 

rate was initially set at 100 kHz per channel but had to be reduced as it caused buffer 

overflow that freezes the data acquisition system.   

5.3 Piezoelectric Sensor 

A piezoelectric sensor has been used to acquire signals when it brushes against 

textured surface. This sensor is designed to mimic the human mechanoreceptors at the 

fingertips. The sensor is mounted at the end of the finger link and held secure with 

small bolts. The sensor and finger link system used for this work have been developed 

by Cranny [13], Cotton [16] and Light [98]. Figure 5-3 illustrates the sensor with its 

finger link system. 

 

Figure 5-3: The finger link system (illustration credit to Dr. Andy Cranny, University 

of Southampton)  

Referring to Figure 5-3, the yellow circular shape is the dynamic force sensor. 

This is the area of contact between the sensor and the textured surface. This part of 

sensor is made of four layers which are insulation layer, gold bottom electrode, PZT 

layer and gold top electrode. The positive and negative electrical charges generated by 

the PZT layer due to the contact with the surface will move to the gold top electrode 

and gold bottom electrode. The charge output from the sensor is converted to a voltage 

signal with a suitable amplifier. The sensing was performed through a layer of a 

silicone glove. 

 To conduct the experiment, the finger link was mounted to a bracket. This will 

put the finger in a stationary position while the block with the textured surface slid 

along the aluminium base.    
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5.4 Voltage Amplifier 

The piezoelectric sensor will generate an electrical charge when a pressure is 

applied to it. When continuous, varying forces are exerted to the surface of the sensor, 

an AC voltage is observed across the device terminals [99]. An amplifier has been 

carefully designed to interface with the sensor. This amplifier was used to produce a 

voltage signal within the required frequency range and signal amplitude. 

The INA118 instrumentation amplifier has been chosen due to its capability to 

achieve high input impedance and to produce less distortion to the original signal. This 

characteristic is important for this design as the piezoelectric sensor has large output 

impedance, and to minimize the loading effect, comparable input impedance is required 

[100].  

A different amplifier configuration has been designed to replace the amplifier 

designed in the past work [96] to achieve a more reliable output. In previous work, a 

charge-mode amplifier has been interfaced with the sensor in obtaining voltage signals. 

The output voltage, Vout, as well as the cut-off frequency of the charge amplifier 

isdependent on the feedback capacitance, Cf, instead of the input capacitance, Cs. This 

configuration is suitable for use with normal operational amplifiers and especially 

useful when the sensor is remotely located from the amplifier [101]. As the amplifier 

was mounted in close proximity to the sensor, the voltage mode amplifier is appropriate 

[99] and has been designed for this application. In this mode, the amplifier output as 

well as the frequency passband is dependent on the capacitance close by the sensor, Cs 

[99]. With this configuration, the required frequency bandwidth for the data acquisition 

task could be obtained. The schematic design of the voltage amplifier is as shown in 

Appendix E. 

Decoupling capacitors, Cd, have also been included in this circuit design. The 

capacitors were connected to positive and negative power supply pins and individually 

grounded. The purpose of including these capacitors was to overcome signal 

oscillations.  

 The wiring and connections within the circuit should also be short lengths, as 

longer wire and connectors will generate noise in the circuit (50 Hz mains pick-up) and 

significantly affect the output signals. The piezoelectric sensor and the charge amplifier 

were also positioned close to each other to overcome the unwanted noise in the signals. 
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5.5 Impulse Test on the Piezoelectric Sensor 

To check the capability of the piezoelectric sensor in picking up the required 

signals, an impulse test has been conducted. This test was done by gently tapping the 

fingertip sensor using the back of a pen. At this stage, the data were acquired using a 

digital oscilloscope. 

An impulse or a tap is the integral of a force with respect to the time. In this 

experiment, the force from the light tap will activate the charges in the piezoelectric 

sensor. The charges were then amplified by the charge amplifier, and its output in terms 

of voltage could be observed from the oscilloscope. 

The outcome from the impulse test is as shown in Figure 5-4. It can be observed 

that without tapping the sensor, the waveform is 12 mV peak-to-peak due to external 

noise (50 Hz). When the tapping occurred, the signal shot up to 96 mV, an 87% 

increase from the initial condition. The 12 mV peak-to-peak noise has been reduced 

from 250 mV peak-to-peak obtained in the previous charge amplifier design. This 

observation showed that the amplifier is reliable is acquiring the input signal. 

 

Figure 5-4: Voltage output when light tapping was done on the fingertip  

5.6 Encoder 

The signals from the linear encoder were also acquired in order to measure the 

velocity of the sliding block. At a given voltage signal, the block may accelerate, 
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first few milliseconds of the experiment and remain at a constant velocity until it 

reaches the limit switch, which will stop the block. The friction between the contact 

surfaces, however, may decelerate the movement of the sliding block. To estimate the 

grating widths of the surface texture, the velocity should ideally remain constant to 

generate a peak in the FFT of the signal from the sensor.    

The plastic encoder strip in the experiment rig consists of a series of black and 

transparent stripes (Figure 5-5). By determining the width of a pair of black and 

transparent stripes, the encoder velocity can be calculated. The widths were measured 

by gathering the data samples during the sliding motion of the block. These samples 

were acquired using the NI DAQPad-6016. The distance travelled by the block was 

measured using a digital Vernier calliper. Using MATLAB® program, the data length 

and the number of black and white stripes (in pairs) were obtained. By dividing the 

displacement of the block (in mm) with the number of pairs, the width of one black and 

transparent pair was determined. Five measurements were made and the mean of width 

was calculated. The width of one pair of the encoder stripes is 0.0865 mm. The 

measurement data is attached in Appendix F. 

 

W  

Figure 5-5: Linear encoder of the rig. W, the width of a pair, is 0.0865 mm. 

5.7 Summary  

This chapter described the test apparatus used to acquire signals from a textured 

surface. Modifications have been made to the original apparatus ensure much more 

accurate and reliable results were obtained, which include the movement mechanism of 

the sliding tube as well as the design of the charge amplifier. A new switching circuit 

has been constructed to ensure the block only slides along the required length of the 

aluminium tube without falling off track. The modified voltage amplifier has proven to 

provide a much crisper output than before with much less external noise. Also, the 

capture of data has been improved by replacing a digital oscilloscope with a data 

acquisition device from the National Instruments to ensure higher output resolution 

from 8 bits to 16 bits. 
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Chapter 6 Data Acquisition of 

Surface Textures 

After testing the experimental apparatus to ensure that it performs reliably and the 

new design of the instrumentation amplifier has a high sensitivity, the next stage of this 

research work was to acquire signals from the piezoelectric sensor and encoder when 

the surface texture was in motion. The gathered signals will be used for calculations of 

the dimensions of the surface textures. 

6.1 Surface textures 

The surface textures from previous research were used in the experiments with 

the new amplifier  [96] . The gratings were made in pairs on 310 mm acrylic strips. The 

length of a texture is 100 mm. The gratings were fabricated with different dimensions 

to represent a variety of surfaces for the sensor to detect. 

Four surface textures (A, B, C and D) with different dimensions were 

investigated. A test on a smooth surface (Type A) was conducted for control purposes. 

Type B has repeating patterns, with similar widths of grooves and ridges. Type C 

consists of repeating patterns of different widths of ridges and grooves.  Type D has a 

set of repeating patterns of increasing widths of grooves and constant widths of ridges. 

Figure 6-1 show the dimensions of the surface texture.  

To confirm the accuracy of the surface dimensions, all surface textures were 

measured using a microscope (Motic B3 Professional Series). The microscope is 

equipped with image processing software to capture and transfer fine images to a 

computer for further analysis. The measurements of the surface texture are as attached 

in Appendix G. 
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Figure 6-1: Dimensions of Surface Textures under Investigation (Texture A – smooth 

surface, Texture B – repeating every 0.4mm, Texture C – repeating every 0.97 mm, 

Texture D – repeating every 2.8 mm) 

6.2 Experiments 

The acrylic strip that consists of the fabricated surface texture was attached to the 

sliding block using screws at both ends of the strip. By having these removable strips, 

investigations on different types of surface texture could be conducted as these strips 

could be easily removed and reattached. The piezoelectric sensor, mounted on the 

fingertip and layered with some material from a silicone glove, was positioned on the 

vertical side of the surface texture. The contact force between the sensor and the 

surface was 60mN, which was approximately the mass of the fingertip [102]. This 

value was not measured or controlled, but to ensure that reliable signals could be 

detected by the sensor, there should be contact between both surfaces. On the other 

hand, the contact force should not be very high to avoid unnecessary friction that may 

in the extreme, result in the block not sliding.  

The piezoelectric sensor could also be attached directly on the apparatus, but was 

mounted on the fingertip instead to demonstrate the capability of the prosthetic finger 
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in acquiring signals from surface textures.  Figure 6-2 shows the top view illustration of 

the moving block and the piezoelectric sensor. 

 

Figure 6-2: Top view illustration of the moving block and the piezoelectric sensor 

The positioning of the sensor played an important role in delivering the output 

signal. The sensor will be more sensitive when positioned in full contact with the 

surface texture under investigation. Figure 6-3 shows how the sensor was mounted to 

obtain a reliable output signal. 

 

Figure 6-3: Positioning of the sensor and the surface texture to provide a more accurate 

reading of the signals 

To acquire the signal generated by the sensor, a ±2.5 V voltage was supplied to 

the amplifier circuit and 5.5 V – 6.0 V was supplied to the test rig to move the block. 

Varying the supply voltage to the rig caused the velocity of the block to vary. The 

block would move past the stationary sensor in either the left or right direction.  The 

information about the velocities and the output voltage from the sensor were gathered 

by the data acquisition device (NIDAQPad-6016) and saved in the Excel format for 

analysis. As the maximum frequency that could be detected by the tactile information-
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processing system of a human is 1 kHz [19], the piezoelectric sensor and encoder 

signals were sampled at a higher rate of 75 kS/s throughout each test. This was to 

ensure all the signals were accurately reconstructed up until 35 kHz in discrete time 

without losing any important data. The LabView software was used to program the data 

acquisition and data saving tasks.  

6.3 Output Signals 

Two sets of data were gathered during the experiment, which were the encoder 

data to calculate the velocity of the sliding block, as well as the voltage signal 

generated by the piezoelectric sensor when in motion contact with the surface. The 

signals were saved in the technical data management streaming (TDMS) file format 

which is the data storage system of the LabView software. Data in this format were 

later converted into Excel format and exported to MATLAB for further analysis. The 

analyses in MATLAB were done in two stages. The first stage was to calculate the DC 

offset and to filter the piezoelectric sensor signals. The DC offset was calculated by 

subtracting each voltage output gathered by the piezoelectric sensor with the mean 

voltage. 

A Kaiser window low pass filter, with a passband edge of 1.5 kHz and a stopband 

edge of 5 kHz, was chosen for this purpose. These filter specifications were selected as 

the sliding frequency of interest was 1 kHz and the transition frequency width could be 

limited to 5 kHz with low passband and stopband ripples.  

The second stage of this post-processing task was to calculate the velocities, FFT 

outputs as well as the corresponding surface grating widths. The velocities were 

calculated from signals gathered from the encoder. This was done by selecting the 

equally sized encoder pulses within a data length. The equal sized encoder pulses were 

indicators that the velocity of the block was constant. An example of an encoder signal 

with a constant velocity could be observed in Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4: Encoder signal with constant velocity 

The equally sized encoder pulses were visually selected from the produced 

MATLAB plots. Using the same software, the selected samples of the encoder signals 

were then verified by calculating the period for every pulse. The mean and standard 

deviation for the period of the pulses were then obtained. A deviation of less than 10% 

from the mean value of the period of encoder pulses indicates that the pulses were 

consistent and that the velocity of the block of the selected sample length was constant. 

The total number of pulses and the period of the selected sample were 

determined. The velocity was then calculated by multiplying the total number of pulses 

with the measured width of the encoder stripe (as described in the previous chapter) 

and divided it with the period of the selected sample.  

The surface grating widths were calculated by dividing the computed velocity 

with the FFT outputs generated in MATLAB. The calculated widths were then 

compared with the measured widths (previously obtained using microscope) to assess 

the accuracy of the system in acquiring the surface texture information. Ideally the 

differences between the calculated and the measured widths should be very low. For 

this work, differences of less than 10% were considered acceptable. These post-

processes tasks were performed for all four surface textures. 

6.3.1 Texture A (Smooth Surface) 

This texture is a part of the control data, in which the purpose was to identify 

existing signals so that it would not be mistaken as signals generated by the fabricated 

surface gratings. For this texture, the supply voltages were varied to achieve speeds 
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between 70 mm/s to 120 mm/s. The experiments were repeated at least five times to 

confirm the repeatability of the generated output signals.  The original and filtered 

piezoelectric signal waveforms for a sample are shown in Figure 6-5. 

The total time it took for the block to move to the end of the track was 1.07 

seconds. This period excludes the time before the block started moving (the first 0.59 

seconds) and after the block reached the end of the track (the last 0.89 seconds). At the 

instance when the motor to move the block was switched on, there was a large spike in 

the signal, which was possibly due to the switching sound made by the toggle switch, 

or transient in the motor circuit or sudden movement of the block against the finger. 

The block also experienced an impact when it reached the end of the track. This is 

shown by the second spike in the figure. By having both stationary and moving signals 

in one plot, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system could be obtained. For this 

smooth surface, the SNR recorded was 3.6 dB. 

 

Figure 6-5: Smooth surface – Original and Filtered Signals for a whole length of data  

The next part of the analysis was to obtain the FFT signals when velocity was 

constant. This could be determined by checking the evenly distributed pulse widths of 

the encoder signals. A MATLAB code was created to confirm that the velocity was at 

its constant state. The selected sample signals (at 1.1 s to 1.2 s) for both encoder and 

piezoelectric sensor, moving at 77.2 mm/s are as shown in Figure 6-6. In this sample, 

the mean width of the encoder pulse was 0.71 millisecond, with a standard deviation of 

0.04 millisecond. The low standard deviation (5.4% from the mean value of the 

encoder pulse width) gave indication that the encoder pulses were equally sized and 

that the block was moving in a constant velocity.  
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Figure 6-6: Smooth Surface – Encoder and Piezoelectric Signals at selected sample 

length 

From the selected length of the signals, the FFT output could be obtained as 

shown in Figure 6-7. A component frequency was observed at 4.589 Hz, which may be 

due to external factors such as low hum generated by infrastructure in the building. 

This frequency component was filtered out in determining the widths of the ridges and 

grooves of the surface textures. 

 

Figure 6-7: Smooth Surface - FFT Output 
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6.3.2 Texture B (Repeating patterns of similar widths of grooves and ridges) 

For this surface texture, velocities were varied between 20 mm/s to 135 mm/s. At 

different velocities, components of the signals from an FFT analysis corresponded to 

the widths of the surface gratings. The clearest outputs however, were achieved when 

the velocity of the block moved at more than 90 mm/s. At these velocities, the FFT 

components were the dominant frequencies. At velocities less than 90 mm/s, the 

frequencies corresponding to the widths could be also detected, but these were not the 

dominant frequencies. The following Figure 6-8 shows the output waveform for one 

sample for Texture B.   

 

Figure 6-8: Texture B– Original and Filtered Signals for a whole length of data 

At this velocity, the total time it took for the block to move to the end of the track 

was 0.76 seconds, excluding the first 0.92 seconds, and the last 1.90 seconds (as shown 

from the signal spikes). It could be observed that at the first few milliseconds (0.28 

seconds) when the block started to move, the signal deviated a little to the negative side 

before going constant between ±0.1V. This was the transition signal detected by the 

sensor as there is a 1 cm of smooth texture before the beginning of the repeating 

surface patterns. It was therefore important to screen and select the appropriate signal 

output to ensure that only the part that consists the textured gratings were analysed. The 

selected data sample (from 1.3s to 1.4s), moving at 95.6 mm/s is as shown in Figure 

6-9. In this sample, the period of the encoder pulses were recorded at 0.45 ± 0.009 

millisecond (mean ± standard deviation), which was a 2.06% deviation from the mean 

value).   
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Figure 6-9: Texture B - Encoder and Piezoelectric Signals at selected sample length 

A dominant frequency of 468.1 Hz was detected for the selected sample length, 

as shown Figure 6-10. From this frequency and the measured velocity, the widths, w of 

the ridge/groove could be calculated by dividing the frequency, f, with the velocity, v, 

which is equivalent to 0.204 mm. The accurate measurements from microscope are 

0.2001 mm for the ridge and 0.1926 mm for the groove. This indicated 2.05% and          

6.03% differences between the calculated and measured widths of ridge and groove 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-10 : Texture B – FFT Output 
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 It could be observed that there is only one dominant FFT output for this 

particular texture. This was because the texture has a repeating groove and ridge at 

similar widths. A slightly less magnitude component at a very low frequency was also 

detected in the plot. This was the same as have been observed from the smooth texture 

surface. The summary for this observation is as shown in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1: Summary for one data sample of Texture B 

Velocity 

(mm/s) 

Calculated FFT 

frequency (Hz) 

Calculated 

width (mm) 

Measured width 

(mm) 

Percentage 

Difference (%) 

95.6 468.1 0.204 0.2001 (ridge) 

0.1926 (groove) 

2.05 (ridge) 

6.03% (groove) 

Experiments with this texture were repeated at varying velocities. The generated 

FFT outputs and their corresponding surface widths show the capability and reliability 

of the sensor to detect the dimensions of the surface texture. Figure 6-11 shows the 

differences between calculated widths and the measured widths for velocities varying 

from 20 mm/s to 135 mm/s. The highest percentage difference of 4.92% for ridge and 

9.02% for groove were recorded when velocity was at 134.89 mm/s while the lowest 

percentage difference were 0.74% for ridge and 4.68% for groove when velocity was at 

22.19 mm/s. At this low velocity, however, the generated FFT signal was not the 

dominant frequency. The dominant frequencies corresponding to the surface widths 

were achieved when velocities were above 90 mm/s. In all velocity conditions, it could 

be inferred that the data acquisition system was capable to gather reliable information 

of this surface texture as the percentage differences between the calculated and 

measured grating widths were within target (less than 10% difference). 
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Figure 6-11: Texture B - Calculated grating widths (obtained from MATLAB) as 

compared to the measured widths (measured with microscope) at varying velocities. 

The red and green lines represent the mean measured widths of ridges and grooves, as 

shown in Appendix G. 

The differences between the calculated width with the mean measured widths of 

ridges and grooves were 0.0049 mm (2.55%) and 0.0124 (6.46%) respectively. These 

low variabilities may be due to slight discrepancies during the measurement with the 

microscope, or possibly due to the effect of the varying velocities during the 

experiment.  

6.3.3 Texture C (Repeating patterns of different widths of ridges and grooves) 

Data were gathered when the sliding block was moving between 80 – 140 mm/s. 

The output waveforms for Texture C are as shown in Figure 6-12 to Figure 6-14.  
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Figure 6-12: Texture C - Original and Filtered Signals for a whole length of data 

  

Figure 6-13: Texture C - Encoder and Piezoelectric Signals at selected sample length 

Similar to Texture B, data were selected where velocity was constant. For Figure 

6-13, the velocity was recorded as 116.7 mm/s. The period of one encoder pulse in this 

sample length was 0.37 ± 0.03 millisecond (mean ± standard deviation). The 8.2% 

deviation from the mean value show that the period of the encoder pulses were 

consistent.   
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Figure 6-14: Texture C – FFT Output 

 As Texture C consists of two different widths, the FFT outputs should show two 

dominant frequencies corresponding to the widths. However, the plot also showed 

occurrence of a third frequency at a lower magnitude.  As this third frequency has the 

lowest magnitude as compared to the first two frequencies, this frequency was not 

considered when calculating the dimensions of the surface textures. The observations 

for Texture C, recorded at velocity of 116.7 mm/s are as tabulated in Table 6-2. 

Table 6-2: Summary for one data sample of Texture C 

Velocity 

(mm/s) 

Calculated FFT 

frequency (Hz) 

Calculated 

width (mm) 

Measured width 

(mm) 

Percentage 

Difference (%) 

116.7 

 

426.8                

211.1 

 0.273 (groove)        

0.553 (ridge) 

   0.302 (groove) 

0.676 (ridge) 

10.3 (groove) 

22.3 (ridge) 

 

Figure 6-15 shows the differences between the measured and calculated widths 

of ridges and grooves for velocities between 80 mm/s to 125 mm/s. It could be 

observed that in all velocity conditions, the percentage difference between the 

measured and calculated widths of ridge were much higher than the groove. The lowest 

percentage difference between the ridges was 19.13% when the block travelled at 

119.79 mm/s while lowest between the grooves was 6.53% at velocity of 80.58 mm/s. 
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At velocities lower than 80 mm/s, the widths of the ridges and grooves could be 

detected but the FFT signals associated with the widths were not the dominant 

frequencies. The percentage differences between the calculated and measured widths 

for this texture were unfortunately higher than the allowable 10% difference. This 

matter will be discussed further in the discussions section. 

Figure 6-15: Texture C - Calculated grating widths (associated to the dominant 

frequencies obtained from MATLAB) as compared to the measured widths (measured 

with microscope) at varying velocities. The red and blue lines represent the mean 

measured widths of ridges and grooves, as shown in Appendix G. 

6.3.4 Texture D (Repeating patterns of increasing widths of grooves and constant 

widths of ridges) 

Surface texture D has a slightly complicated surface grating as compared to the 

other surface textures as it consisted of increasing widths of grooves. Therefore it was 

expected that there would be a lot of frequency components in the FFT plot. Data 

gathered for texture D are as shown in Figure 6-16 to Figure 6-18 for a constant 

velocity of 127.01 mm/s. In this sample of data, the recorded pulse width was 0.34 ± 

0.03 millisecond (mean ± standard deviation), which was a 9.5% deviation from the 
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mean value of the pulse width. The consistencies of the pulse widths gave indication 

that the block was moving in a constant velocity. 

 

Figure 6-16: Texture D - Original and Filtered Signals for a whole length of data 

 

Figure 6-17: Texture D - Encoder and Piezoelectric Signals at selected sample length 
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Figure 6-18: Texture D – FFT Output 

  For this texture, the expected frequencies were calculated first by dividing the 

measured widths with the measured velocity. With reference to the calculated expected 

frequencies, the obtained frequencies in the FFT plot were then selected to calculate the 

widths of the grooves and ridges. The observations for Texture D, recorded at velocity 

of 127.01 mm/s are as shown in Table 6-3 and Figure 6-19. For this sample of data, it 

was observed that the lowest and highest percentage differences were 0.221% and 

8.721% respectively, which were considerably good as the percentage differences were 

less than 10%.  

Table 6-3: Summary for one data sample of Texture D 

 Measured 

Width 

(mm) 

Measured 

Velocity 

(mm/s) 

Expected 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Obtained 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Calculated 

Width 

(mm) 

Percentage 

difference 

(%) 

Ridge 1 0.180 127.01 702.7 697.5 0.1821 0.743 

Groove 1 0.210 127.01 604.3 605.8 0.210 0.250 

Ridge 2 0.194 127.01 654.4 637.9 0.199 2.590 

Groove 2 0.412 127.01 308.2 307.5 0.413 0.221 

Ridge 3 0.208 127.01 609.4 619.5 0.205 1.631 

Groove 3 0.595 127.01 213.6 215.7 0.589 0.971 

Ridge 4 0.212 127.01 600.4 605.8 0.210 0.895 

Groove 4 0.777 127.01 163.3 179 0.710 8.721 
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Figure 6-19: Grating widths differences between measured and calculated values 

6.4 Data Processing in LabView 

The data processing tasks have also been programmed in the LabView 

environment as well as Matlab® to enable the output vibration signals to be produced 

in real-time. Ideally, the prosthetic finger would gather signals from the surface 

textures, processes them to obtain information about the dominant frequencies and 

dimensions of the textures and translate this information into vibration signals that will 

be supplied to the residual arm. The MATLAB codes in filtering the input signals and 

calculating the FFT output as well as the corresponding gratings widths were 

transferred as a ‘Mathscript’ module in LabView from the Matlab® programs.  

In the LabView environment, the voltage and encoder data previously gathered 

by the data acquisition board (NIDAQPad-6016) were fed into the Mathscript window. 

To reduce the processing time, the range of data was selected according to the time 

when the tube was moving at a constant speed. From the constant speed data, dominant 

frequencies were obtained and dimensions of the gratings were accurately calculated.    

A graphical user interface (GUI) has also been designed to monitor the data 

processing tasks. This GUI allow users to select which data to be processed and can 

observe the output in terms of sampling frequency, velocity, FFT plots as well as the 
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calculated grating widths. The advantage of this GUI as compared to the previously 

obtained MATLAB output is that it could automatically and accurately pinpoint the 

peak values of the FFT by using the peak detector virtual instrument (VI) that is 

available in LabView.  A threshold level was specified so that only peaks detected 

above the threshold level will be considered for grating widths calculation. Apart from 

that, the ‘width’ feature in the peak detector VI was utilized to restrict the number of 

consecutive data points to use in the quadratic least square fit. Ideally the ‘width’ 

should be the smallest possible so that only the highest peak within the neighbouring 

peaks is considered for the peak detection. For this application, the threshold level was 

set to be 70% of the highest detected peak with ‘width’ value of 3. 

As the peaks could be automatically pinpointed, the grating widths of the surface 

textures also could be automatically displayed rather than having to manually locate the 

peak FFT values and calculate the grating widths.  The GUI is applicable for different 

types of surface textures. Figure 6-20 shows the GUI for the acquisition and processing 

tasks of one sample for surface texture C.  

 

Figure 6-20: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the surface texture acquisition and 

processing tasks 
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6.5 Discussion  

This part of experiment has shown a significant improvement in sensing surface 

textures. In previous work [96], the capability of the artificial finger was limited to 

detecting the combination width of a ridge and a groove of the surface. By modifying 

the amplifier circuit configuration (as deliberated in the previous chapter), the 

sensitivity of the piezoelectric sensor has improved tremendously. At velocities ranging 

from very low to very high, the widths of every ridge and groove were repeatedly and 

successfully identified. 

In most findings, it has been observed that the frequencies corresponding to the 

groove widths were more dominant (higher) than the frequencies corresponding to the 

widths of ridges. This implies that the piezoelectric sensor is more sensitive in 

detecting grooves than in detecting ridges. Physically, the contours in the surface 

gratings triggered the piezoelectric sensor to vibrate. A contour is detected at the 

instance when there is a change between the levels of the surface texture (between the 

ridge and the groove). This observation matches with the capability of human 

mechanoreceptors at the fingertips that could perceive roughness much better at a 

groove of a surface rather than at the ridge [20]. Psychophysics investigation by 

Lederman [103] showed that as the widths of a ridge is increased, the estimation of 

roughness becomes lower. This characteristic is observed with Texture C in which the 

percentage difference between the actual and measured width is larger as compared to 

other surface textures with narrower ridge widths.  

As the frequencies obtained for the grooves were more dominant than the 

ridges, it made it feasible for surface with complex textures to be discriminated. Using 

the highest detected frequency peak as a reference point, a threshold value could be set 

so that frequency peaks detected above the threshold value will be deciphered as 

grooves. In Texture D for instance, the threshold level was set to be 80% of the highest 

detected peak. Therefore peaks detected below this level will be deciphered as ridges. 

The occurrences of harmonics have been observed in Texture C when the 

experiment was repeated at other different velocities. This behaviour was very 

repeatable and the generated FFT plots produced exactly the same output patterns at 

different constant velocities.  As shown in Figure 6-21, there were existences of second 

and third order harmonics for all four samples.  
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Figure 6-21: FFT Plots for four other different samples for Texture C. The X and Y 

labels on the plots indicate the values for frequencies and their magnitudes respectively. 

As shown in Table 6-4, the ratio of the third frequency to the first frequency is 3, 

while the ratio of the third frequency to the second frequency is 2. The frequencies that 

are associated with the widths of grooves and ridges of Texture C were also identified; 

however these frequencies were not the dominant frequencies. The exact same patterns 

produced at different velocities is a distinct indicator of Texture C, however further 

investigation is required to establish the findings about the occurrences of the harmonic 

frequencies. At this stage, although the percentage difference between the measured 
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and calculated widths, particularly for the ridge is considerably large, it is believed that 

the texture has been represented by the FFT output. Therefore the obtained information 

has been carried forward in generating vibration pattern associated with this texture 

which will be explained in the next chapter. 

Table 6-4: Surface Texture C – Frequency ratios 

 Frequency 1, 

f1 (Hz) 

Frequency 2, f2 

(Hz) 

Frequency 3, f3 

(Hz) 

f3/f1 f2/f1 

Sample 1 156 312.1 468.1 3.0006 2.0006 

Sample 2 160.6 316.6 472.7 2.9433 1.9714 

Sample 3 224.9 445.1 679.1 3.020 1.980 

Sample 4 211.1 426.8 637.9 3.022 2.022 

 

Although the grating widths could be detected at different ranges of velocity, 

the artificial finger gave the clearest output when the velocity was between 90 mm/s to 

130 mm/s. This was when the generated FFT frequencies corresponding to the grating 

widths were the dominant frequencies. This may be due to the condition of the track 

that causes lesser surface contact between the texture and the sensor when the sliding 

block was at lower velocities. This could also possibly be the optimum velocity range 

for the piezoelectric sensor, which is also well within the capability range of a human 

finger. A person can still discriminate surface texture at a speed of up to 207.3 mm/s 

for grating widths greater than 500 µm [104].  This finding is also similar as with the 

previous work [96] in which dominant frequencies associated to the grating widths 

were observed at velocities above 90 mm/s.  

The existence of a low frequency component (4.589 Hz) in every surface, 

including the smooth surface, was possibly due to external factors. The cause of a low 

frequency ‘noise’ could be many and varied, such as a low hum generated by plant in 

the infrastructure of a building. This low frequency noise may also likely due to the 

noise produced by the moving block. This identified low frequency component has 

been filtered out and not considered in calculating the dimensions of the surface 

textures.  
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To ensure that the sensor system provided acceptable output signals, it was 

highly important that the sliding block moved at a constant velocity. The dominant 

frequency signals from the FFT analysis could be observed much more clearly when 

the block was moving in a constant speed rather than during acceleration or 

deceleration (as shown in Figure 6-22). The widths of the ridges and grooves of the 

texture were then calculated with the calculated dominant frequency signals at the 

constant velocity. Apart from that, if the velocity is varying slowly, rather than a spike 

in the FFT plot, there would other frequency components spread around the dominant 

frequency. 
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Figure 6-22: FFT outputs when the block moving in constant velocity (left) and during 

varying velocity (right) for the same surface texture (Texture B) 

The information about the velocity of the block was gathered from the encoder 

signals and further analysed in MATLAB to identify the regions of constant velocity. 

As the sensor data during the time the velocity is constant had to be selected manually, 

it hindered further processing of the data to be analysed in the real-time environment. 

The ‘Producer – Consumer Virtual Instrument (VI)’ in LabView could be utilized in 

selecting the constant velocity data automatically, however this increased the 

processing time as the whole length of the signals (up to 200 000 samples) had to be 

analysed before being able to locate the constant velocity. 

One way to ensure the block moves at a constant velocity was to minimize the 

friction at every part of the rig that has direct influence in moving the block. The 

previously fitted nylon bolts at the left and bottom sides of the sliding block were 
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checked and replaced. The top of the block were also be tightly anchored to avoid 

instability. The unstable block will slightly shift the block away from its designated 

track that will result in inconsistency in velocity. Furthermore this will also lead to less 

surface contact between the sensor and the texture under investigation and drastically 

affect the signal readings. 

Although these measures have been implemented, the block still experienced 

variation in velocities and require post-processing analysis in MATLAB/LabView to 

locate the constant velocity.  Therefore to overcome this selection complexity, the test 

rig may be further modified to achieve a constant sliding speed throughout the 

acquisition process. A PID controller may be utilized to drive the block to the targeted 

velocity and maintain its speed before it stops [105].   

In a practical point of view, it may not be feasible for a prosthetic hand user to 

maintain a constant speed when exploring a surface texture. A way to address this 

situation is by training the users to slide the prosthetic finger at a constant speed. This 

may make the device to feel less natural at first. However, as with other types of 

prosthetic devices, after a lot of practices, the users will learn the process and the task 

should become easier and feels more natural.   

Another way to tackle this issue is by using a different calculation method that 

does not rely on FFT analysis to identify the surface textures. This is because the 

dominant frequency obtained from the FFT analysis could only be achieved at constant 

velocities. Works by Song showed that surface textures could be classified using its 

friction properties when the artificial finger was moving at a low acceleration [54]. The 

technique however, is beyond the scope of this research, and could be considered as a 

recommendation for future work.  

6.6 Summary  

This chapter showed that the artificial fingertip is able to accurately determine the 

widths of every groove and ridge of a surface texture at different velocities. Voltage 

signals were gathered and analysed from four different surface textures. The dominant 

frequencies from the FFT analysis as well as the velocity information obtained from the 

encoder signal were used in calculating the dimensions of the surface texture. These 

findings are a stepping stone in providing supplementary sensations to the human 

residual arm, which will be the highlight of the next chapter. This part of research work 
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has been presented and published at a conference technically co-sponsored by the IEEE 

Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society [106]. Some part of this paper also has 

been produced in the IET Journal of Science, Measurement & Technology [102].  
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Chapter 7 Integration of Surface 

Texture with Haptic Actuator 

 

This part of research work concentrated on interfacing the information gathered 

from the piezoelectric sensor of the artificial hand and the surface texture to create a 

vibration sensation to be felt on the residual arm. This was done by processing the 

gathered information in the LabView environment and outputting signals to hardware 

that could generate the associated vibration stimuli. 

The overall experimental set up for this integration stage is as shown in the 

following block diagram (Figure 7-1). Selected post-processed data from MATLAB 

that have shown reliable outputs in associating the FFT dominant frequency with the 

widths of surface gratings were fed into LabView. The ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses were then 

generated in the LabView environment to represent the surface textures. The signals 

were later channelled to a data acquisition board, a high voltage isolator and a buffer 

circuit before becoming input signals to the haptic actuator (motor). The motor will 

rotate according to the ‘on’ and ‘off’ signals and produce the associated vibration 

patterns.   

MATLAB Output
Generation of 

‘on-off’ pulses in 
LabView

 Data Acquisition 

Board 

(NIDAQPad 

6016)

High voltage 
isolator and 

buffer circuits

Motor

‘On-off’ 
pulses

‘On-off’ 
pulses

‘On-off’ 
pulses

FFT 
Information  

Figure 7-1: Block diagram for the integration stage 
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7.1 Signal Manipulation  

As the surface textures under investigation were repetition of regular patterns, 

‘on’ and ‘off’ signal pulses were used to closely represent the textures. ‘On’ pulses 

meant that a steady voltage signal was supplied to the vibration motor to mimic the 

ridge of the surface while the ‘off’ pulses meant that the voltage signal was cut off (or 

paused), to represent the groove of the surface texture. The on-off pulses are an 

effective method in perceiving “smooth” or “rough” sensations. A constant speed of 

vibration is associated to a “smooth” sensation, while short pulses is associated with 

“rough” sensations  [25].  

The voltage to be supplied to the haptic device should provide a vibration 

frequency of 250 Hz as this is the optimum frequency for mechanoreceptors in the 

residual arm [45]. From the previous findings, the motor was able to provide a 250 Hz 

frequency of vibration when the voltage supplied to the motor was 2V (Figure 4-9). 

Therefore input signals were manipulated to provide a constant 2V supply for ‘on’ 

pulses and 0V for ‘off’ pulses. 

The durations of the ‘on-off’ pulses were calculated by taking the reciprocal of 

the dominant frequencies, F, which have been verified to estimate the width of grooves 

and ridges of the surface texture. The calculated values of the duration were scaled 

according to the transient response of the motor. The duration should be within the 

capability of the motor as a very short duration will not allow ample time for the motor 

to be fully in rotation or in braking mode. According to the motor datasheet (Appendix 

A), the typical lag, rise and stop time for the motor are 16 milliseconds, 28 milliseconds 

and 36 milliseconds respectively. Therefore an additional 80 milliseconds is required 

per one haptic event, or per ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses. The durations of the ‘on-off’ pulses 

should also not be too long as it may cause discomfort to the users. As reported by 

Kaaresoja [50], stimuli longer than 200 milliseconds is considered as annoying.  

7.1.1 Texture A (Smooth surface) 

A smooth sensation could be created by using constant vibration [25] [66]. 

Therefore to mimic the sensation felt by a bare finger when exploring a smooth surface, 

a continuous voltage supply of 2 V was utilized to generate the vibration. To match 

with the duration it takes for other types of texture (for the psychophysical 
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investigation, which will be explained in the next chapter), the period for the smooth 

vibration sensation was set as 2000 milliseconds.   

7.1.2 Texture B (Repeating patterns of similar widths of grooves and ridges) 

The FFT analysis for texture B showed only one dominant frequency (Figure 

6-10). This is because the texture has grooves and ridges of the same widths. To 

recreate the sensation of this texture, the same dominant frequency was used to 

represent both ridges and grooves. A constant 2 V voltage supply was set for of 500 

milliseconds to represent the ridge of the surface and the supply voltage will be cut off 

for another 500 milliseconds to represent the groove of the surface. The ‘on’ and 'off’ 

pulses can be repeated in a user-defined number of cycles.   

7.1.3 Texture C (Repeating patterns of different widths of ridges and grooves) 

The two most dominant frequencies (Figure 6-14) were manipulated in 

representing this texture. From previous findings in Chapter 7, the frequencies 

associated with the width of the groove were more dominant than the frequency 

associated with the width of ridges. Therefore the most dominant frequency between 

the two was selected to represent the groove while the less dominant, to represent the 

ridge.  The approximated durations were 1000 milliseconds and 500 milliseconds for 

the ridge and groove respectively. This meant that 2 V input voltage will be supplied 

for 1000 milliseconds to represent the ridge and will be paused for 500 milliseconds to 

represent the groove. 

7.1.4 Texture D (Repeating patterns of increasing widths of grooves and constant 

widths of ridges) 

Texture D has patterns of grooves increasing in width in 0.2 mm step sizes up 

until 0.8 mm (four-fold) (Figure 6-1).  The FFT analysis for this texture gave multiple 

dominant frequencies (Figure 6-18). With reference to the previous findings, the 

highest four dominant frequencies were associated with the grooves while the lower 

four frequencies as the ridges. The approximate duration for the on and off pulses to 

represent the widths of grooves and ridges are as tabulated in Table 7-1. 
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Table 7-1: Descriptions of the vibration patterns and their associated surface textures 

Vibration 

Pattern 

Descriptions Associated 

Texture 

Pattern A Continuous vibration (2000 millisecond) Texture A 

Pattern B Repeated 500 millisecond* pulses with 500 

millisecond* pauses in between  

Texture B 

Pattern C Repeated 1000 millisecond* pulses with 500 

millisecond* pauses in between  

Texture C 

Pattern D Repeated 250 millisecond* pulses with 250 

millisecond* pause in between, then 250 

millisecond* pulses with 500 millisecond pause in 

between, then 250 millisecond* pulses with 750 

millisecond* pauses in between, and finally 250 

millisecond* pulses with 1000 millisecond* 

pauses in between  

Texture D 

*Approximate duration 

7.2 Configuration with LabView and Data Acquisition Board 

The durations, sequence and the number of cycles of the ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses for 

all four surface textures were programmed in LabView. For ease of psychophysical 

investigation at the later stage, the LabView programs for all four surface textures were 

done in separate block diagrams.  The programs were done according to a generic flow 

chart, as shown in Figure 7-2.  
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Figure 7-2: Generic flowchart for on and off states in LabView 

 The programs started when the ‘Run’ button was pressed. The data acquisition 

tasks were configured and provided 2 V input to the motor. The motor will continue to 

run at the defined amount of time (x milliseconds). Once the period has lapsed, the 

voltage will be switched to 0 V, which will turn the motor off. This condition remained 

until the next predefined amount of time (y milliseconds). The counter value will be 

increased and proceed to repeat the process if it has not reached the user defined 

number of cycles.  The program will stop its execution once the counter has reached its 

defined value or when a stop button is activated. 

As two states (ON and OFF) were involved, the state machine virtual instrument 

was utilized in this program. The duration for the on and off states were dependent on 

OUTPUT 1 (Voltage 
= 2V, Motor ON)
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START
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1
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the dominant frequencies while the repetitions of the vibration patterns were 

implemented using a counter. The number of cycles was user defined and could be 

controlled at the front panel of the LabView. An example of front panel and block 

diagram for Pattern B are as shown in Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 respectively. The 

blocks in the flow chart of the LabView front panel will blink according to the stages of 

the process.  

 

Figure 7-3: Example of a LabView front panel (Pattern B) 
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Figure 7-4: Example of a LabView block diagram (Pattern B) 

A data acquisition board (NIDAQPad-6016) was used to channel the pulses out to 

the motor in generating the associated vibration patterns. To execute the LabView 

program, the output terminals of the data acquisition board (AO 0 and AO GND) have 

to be wired accordingly. For observation purposes, both terminals were first wired to 

the input and ground probes of an oscilloscope.  

To interface between the software (programming) and the hardware (motor 

circuitry), a virtual channel had to be defined in the LabView environment. The virtual 

channel specified the output terminals that have been wired. To ensure a more flexible 

control of the output, the DAQmx virtual instruments were used instead of the DAQ 

Assistant which was used during the previous data acquisition (to gather information 

about the surface texture).  The DAQmx virtual instruments include the ‘DAQmx 

Create Virtual Channel’ and ‘DAQmx Start Task’ for initialization purpose, ‘DAQmx 

Write’ to save data during the on and off states and ‘DAQmx Stop Task’ and ‘DAQmx 

Clear Task’ to halt the process and clear data.  

7.3 Hardware Configuration  

The output pulses from LabView became the input signals to the motor circuitry 

in generating vibration output. The voltage output that could be supplied from the data 

acquisition board was ±10 V with a ±5 mA maximum current drive [97]. The voltage 

requirement to obtain the 250 Hz frequency of vibration from the motor was 2 V which 
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was within the supply range of the data acquisition board. However the output current 

was not sufficient as the typical operating current of the motor needed is 50 mA. 

Furthermore, for a precautionary measure, the data acquisition board needed to be 

protected from any reverse currents that may damage the board. Also, as the motor will 

be attached on human arm, it was pertinent that the device should be isolated from the 

mains supply. Therefore a circuit was specifically built to amplify the current supply, 

protect the data acquisition board and isolate the motor from the mains supply. 

7.3.1 Buffer circuit 

This circuit was built as a buffer between the motor circuitry and the data 

acquisition board. The output current supply from the data acquisition board was also 

amplified at this stage. The circuit is as shown in Figure 7-5.  

 

Figure 7-5: Buffer circuit between the DAQ board and the motor circuitry 

In the initial construction and testing of the buffer circuit, the motor was 

represented by three 100 Ω resistors, positioned in parallel, at the emitter junction of 

the transistor. This was done to avoid the possibility of damage to the motor during 

testing. The parallel resistor resulted in 33.3 Ω across the output, which was the typical 

maximum terminal resistance of the motor. 

A 22 kΩ potentiometer was used to adjust the input voltage from 0V to 5V. The 

input voltage and the voltage across the parallel resistors were measured and the 

relationship equation between both variables was obtained. This was done to determine 

the right input voltage in order to output 2 V across the motor, which could generate the 

desired 250 Hz frequency of vibration.  
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The gain of the inverting op-amp was set to attenuate the signal (in this case, 

0.09) to minimize the sensitivity of the output voltage with respect to the changes in the 

input voltage. The values of the bias resistors (100kΩ) set the operating point of the 

amplifier at half of the supply voltage. This was done to enable a single supply rail to 

be utilised between 0 to 5 V, with a midpoint at 2.5 V. A 100 nF decoupling capacitor 

was included to reduce any noise that may present from the power supply.  

The inverting buffer (CD 4049) was set in its linear region using a 1MΩ feedback 

resistor to act as a simple high input linear amplifier. Diodes were added in the circuit 

to provide a  return path for the motor current during turn off to protect the motor and 

transistor from over voltage  The plot between the input voltage (voltage across 

potentiometer to ground) and the output voltage (voltage across the parallel resistors / 

motor) is shown in Figure 7-6.  

Over the full voltage range the circuit has a nonlinear characteristic. However it 

has a linear part in the mid-range of input voltages. The position of the linear region 

can be adjusted by changing the voltage at the non-inverting input to the op-amp. The 

22 kΩ resistor was inserted to slightly increase the voltage at the op-amp input. 

Increasing this voltage has the effect of moving the linear region to the left in the plot.  

From an analysis of the data in this centre region, the input voltage to the buffer 

circuit required to obtain a 2 V output is 2.45 V. 
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Figure 7-6: Transfer characteristic between the input and output voltages in the centre 
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7.3.2 High voltage isolator and battery operated circuit 

A 9V PP3 battery with a capacity of 550 mAh was chosen to power the system. 

To ensure that the supply voltage to the circuit maintained at 5V, a 5V voltage 

regulator was added into the circuit. A low current LED was also used to indicate when 

the battery switch was on or off. Figure 7-7 show the integration between the DAQ 

board with the high voltage isolator, battery, regulator and the buffer circuit. The output 

from the buffer circuit will be the input to the motor. 

0 V

+ 5 V

100 nF10 uF

5V Regulator

9V

4.7 kΩ 

 

Figure 7-7: Battery and regulator circuit 

As the vibration motor will be mounted on a human arm, it was an essential 

measure that the circuit that powers the motor is isolated from the mains supply. 

Therefore apart from having the vibration circuit battery operated, signals from the data 

acquisition board should be provided to the motor using an optically coupled isolator, 

instead of normal wiring. The selected high voltage isolator for this circuit was 

OPI1268 which consists of a photodiode that optically detects incoming input and 

converts it to a proportionate current This device has a 16kV isolation voltage and in 

the data sheet from the manufacture it is stated that one of its applications is for 

“medical equipment power isolation”.  

Figure 7-8 shows the connection between the DAQ board to the isolator and the 

buffer circuit. The input pulses from the DAQ will be fed into the isolator circuit. To 

avoid reverse currents that could potentially damage the DAQ board, a diode was also 

included at the input to the circuit. The output from the isolator was connected to the 

input of an inverter and then to the 22 kΩ potentiometer of the buffer circuit which will 

in turn power the motor. 
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Figure 7-8: Connection between the DAQ, high voltage isolator and the buffer circuit
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7.3.3 Output signals 

The input signals from the DAQ board were tested to see its capability in 

producing similar signals as programmed in the LabView environment. The signals 

were the four vibration patterns designed according to the acquired information of the 

surface textures. A digital oscilloscope was used to measure the signals received from 

the DAQ board through the interface circuit. This was done by connecting the 

oscilloscope probes across the parallel resistors that represents the motor. The output 

plots for all four vibration patterns are as shown in Figure 7-9.  

  

Pattern A Pattern B 

  

Pattern C Pattern D 

Figure 7-9: Output plots for the vibration patterns A, B, C and D measured across the 

parallel resistors 
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The vibration patterns shown in Figure 7-9 were on-off pulses without connection 

to the motor. 2 V input was set to create the ‘on’ pulses while 0 V was fixed for the 

‘off’ pulses. Pattern A represents the smooth surface texture (Texture A). The constant 

2 V input was set for a duration of 2 seconds (2000 milliseconds) before being switched 

off to provide a sensation when sliding a finger across a smooth surface. Pattern B 

showed the DAQ output in representing repeating textures (four cycles) of similar 

groove and ridge widths (Texture B). The period for both ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses were set 

to be equal, which was 0.5 seconds (500 milliseconds). The output plot observed for 

Pattern C show the ‘on’ (1000 milliseconds) and ‘off’ (500 milliseconds) pulses 

repeated for six cycles in representing Texture C. Pattern D showed a repetition of three 

cycles of Texture D, which consisted of repeating patterns of increasing widths of 

grooves and constant widths of ridges. 

The expanded version of the output plot across the parallel resistors is shown in 

Figure 7-10. From the plot, the occurrences of high frequency noise which may be due 

to external factors could be observed.  The solid red line represents the mean  of the 

voltage signal level at 2.07 V. No attempt was done to smooth the signal. The 

averaging was done to verify that the software was able to produce the ‘on’ and ‘off’ 

signals at a given voltage set by the potentiometer.  The observed high frequency noise 

across the dummy resistors will not be picked up by the DC motor.  
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Figure 7-10: Expanded version of the DAQ signals through the interface circuit 
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integrated with the complete circuit. From previous findings, the input to the buffer 

circuit was set at 2.45 V by adjusting the 22 kΩ potentiometer to rotate the motor at 2 

V, which should achieve the 250 Hz frequency of vibration. The motor was mounted 

on an accelerometer, and the accelerations as well as the dominant frequencies were 

measured for all four vibration patterns. The output plots for the x-axis for all four 

patterns are shown in Figure 7-11. The overall output plots (more than one cycle in x,y 

and z-axis) are in Appendix H. 

  

Pattern A (continuous vibration) Pattern B 

  

Pattern C Pattern D 

Figure 7-11: Acceleration in x-axis direction for all four patterns. The red boxes show 

the rise and stop period when the motor was running according to the ‘on’ and ‘off’ 

pulses 
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The plots in Figure 7-11 showed that the vibration patterns could be generated 

according to the ‘on-off’ pulses from the LabView. A further analysis was done to 

check the transient responses of the motor when subjected to the ‘on-off’ pulses (shown 

in Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-13). From the motor datasheet, the typical time it took for 

the motor to reach steady state from no rotation moment to full speed was 40 

milliseconds. The typical stop time for the motor is 36 milliseconds. Table 7-2 show 

the mean transient response for the vibration patterns. These transient responses, due to 

the starting and braking of the motor have been anticipated. Therefore to ensure 

sufficient vibration could be perceived at the upper arm, 80 milliseconds were added 

for every duration of the ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses to counter the time losses during the state 

transitions. 

 

Figure 7-12: Typical rise time for the motor during the ‘on’ pulses  
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Figure 7-13: Typical stop time (bottom) for the motor during the ‘off’ pulses 

Table 7-2: Mean transient responses for the generated vibration patterns 

 Rise Time 

(millisecond) 

Stop Time 

(millisecond) 

Total  (millisecond) 

Pattern A Continuous Continuous Continuous 

Pattern B 41.5 31.7 73.2 

Pattern C 41.5 35.5 77.0 

Pattern D 41.4 37.5 78.9 

 

Another observation with the output signals was that the frequency of vibration 

tended to vary although the input signal to the motor was constant. This variation was 

due to how the motor was mounted. When the motor was held stationary on top of the 

table, the desired 250 ± 10 Hz frequency of vibration could be achieved.  However 

when the motor was held loosely on top of different surfaces, the frequency varied 

greatly. As the motor will be later attached on the upper arm, there was a high 

possibility that the frequency of vibration may not be within the desired range. A 

frequency measurement and control method has been added to confirm and maintain 

the frequency. This method is explained in the next section.    
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7.4 Frequency Measurement of the Vibration Motor  

The final stage of this research work was to conduct investigations on healthy 

participants in associating the generated vibration patterns with the surface texture. To 

ensure the vibration patterns could be effectively perceived, the frequency of vibration 

of the motor should be 250 Hz. This is the peak frequency for the characteristics of the 

mechanoreceptors underneath the skin of the upper arm in detecting vibration.    

In previous experiments, the vibration frequencies were measured using an 

accelerometer.  For an accelerometer to work, it needs to be connected to power supply. 

Unless it is properly isolated from the mains supply, this device is not suitable to be 

used during the psychophysical investigation. Furthermore to measure the vibration, the 

motor needs to be mounted on top of the accelerometer. This in turn will block the 

direct vibration sensation to the upper arm. Therefore a different approach was used in 

measuring the vibration frequency when the motor was in motion.   

The vibration frequencies were determined through FFT analysis of the motor 

terminal voltage. The motor consisted of three poles; hence the commutation points 

were three times for each revolution. To measure the frequency of vibration per 

revolution, the positive and negative terminals of the motor were connected to the 

probes of a digital oscilloscope. The motor was supplied with voltage from the DAQ 

board through the buffer and isolator circuits, and this input voltage was observed at the 

oscilloscope (Figure 7-14 (a)). For this measurement shown in Figure 7-14 (a), the 

input voltage of the motor was adjusted to 1.3 V. 

 The FFT function of the oscilloscope was utilized to obtain the frequency 

content for one revolution of the motor. As shown in Figure 7-14 (b), this was done by 

focusing the FFT calculation at the 100 mV ac of the input signal, which was the 

periodic variation produced by the rotation of the motor. To ensure only vibration from 

the rotating mass was measured, the body of the motor was held stationary on top of a 

table during the measurement using a finger. 

In one revolution, the motor should ideally produce 250 Hz of vibration 

frequency. From Figure 7-14 (b), it could be estimated that the frequency for one motor 

revolution was 285 Hz.  Therefore, the input voltage to the motor needed to be further 

adjusted to achieve to the desired frequency. As the oscilloscope provided a real time 

measurement from the motor, the dominant frequency could be monitored and 
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controlled. The dominant frequency could be easily changed by adjusting the 

potentiometer of the buffer circuit.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7-14: Input voltage to the motor (left) and a zoomed in figure of the same input 

voltage to highlight one revolution of the motor (right)  

Ten frequency measurements were carried out with these adjusted settings (Table 

7-3). From the measurements, the vibration frequency of the motor was 255.7 Hz ± 7.8 

Hz (mean ± standard deviation). The low standard deviation (below 5% of the mean) 

indicated that the motor produced consistent frequencies of vibration with the same 

input settings. An FFT plot from an analysis of the motor voltage is shown in Figure 

7-15. 
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Table 7-3: Observed Dominant Frequencies of the Vibration Motor 

Sample Observed Frequency (Hz) 

1 250 

2 251 

3 246 

4 266 

5 263 

6 246 

7 263 

8 265 

9 254 

10 253 

Mean 255.7 

Standard Deviation  7.83 

 

 

Figure 7-15: Direct FFT measurement of the vibration motor  
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  The plot in Figure 7-15 showed dominant frequencies at 254 Hz, 763.8 Hz and 

1530 Hz, with 254 Hz, within the desired range of frequency, being the most dominant. 

The subsequent dominant frequencies were multiples of 3 of the first dominant 

frequency. This was a result of the construction of the motor which consisted of three 

poles. The multiples of 3 of the dominant frequencies (3 x 245 Hz = 762 Hz, 6 x 254 

Hz = 1524 Hz) confirmed that the motor was working accordingly and that the 

frequency could be manipulated according to the desired values. 

7.5  Discussion 

The transition of the information obtained from the surface texture to generation 

of vibration pattern was done in a straightforward approach. The ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses 

were used to represent the ridge and groove of the surface textures. The periods of the 

pulses were the reciprocal of the frequency obtained from the texture, and scaled 

accordingly to be within the transient responses of the vibration motor.  

The occurrence of delays during the switching of states (from ‘off’ to ‘on’, and 

vice-versa) has been expected. While it is not possible to completely eliminate the 

transient time, the duration for the rise time and stop time could be reduced by driving 

the motor in both forward and reverse directions (bi-directional) rather than in one 

direction. A motor driver with a PWM input could be utilised to achieve this. By setting 

the PWM duty cycle to 100%, the motor will rotate in forward direction at its 

maximum operating speed. At another extent, setting the duty cycle to 0% will result in 

motor rotating with the highest operating speed in the reverse direction. The motor will 

not rotate at 50% duty cycle [107]. By forcing the motor to rotate in the reverse 

direction will result in faster motor braking, which subsequently reduce the length of 

the vibration tails.  

This method however, requires a more sophisticated circuit. As all that was 

required to produce the vibration patterns were the ‘on’ and ‘off’ signals [25], the 40 

millisecond transient time from the current ‘on’ and ‘off’ pulses method were deemed 

acceptable and could be used in supplying sufficient amount of sensation to the human 

arm. 

Unlike patterns A, B and C that could be automatically programmed in LabView, 

pattern D was manually coded. This was due to the complexity of the texture itself. 

Pattern A was a smooth surface which could be represented by a constant velocity of 
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motor. Pattern B and C were regular patterns of just up to two different widths of 

groove and ridge. Pattern D, however, consisted of grooves of multiple widths, and 

although the widths could be calculated from the obtained dominant frequencies, the 

sequence of the groove widths could not be determined. Therefore in this current work, 

pattern D was manually coded in LabView according to the known sequence of the 

surface texture. A further investigation will be needed to automatically ascertain the 

sequences of the grooves and ridges. 

In this work, the patterns were generated from the saved data previously gathered 

from the surface texture. The selected data has been post-processed in MATLAB and 

had shown repeatable accurate outputs in relating the dominant frequency of FFT 

analysis with the widths of the textures. Therefore by using the analysed data, the 

chances of the generated vibration patterns to represent the surface textures is high. 

 Ideally the vibration patterns were to be generated in real time. The LabView is 

capable to analyse the FFT during the sliding motion of the artificial finger across the 

textured surface. However as the sliding speed of the block was not constant, the 

obtained FFT outputs were not the accurate representation of the surface texture. To 

address this situation, a controller may be designed to ensure a constant velocity of the 

sliding block without having it to be manually searched.  

Another observation in producing the associated vibration frequency was the 

lengthy processing time. With the selected data during the constant velocity, the time it 

took for both MATLAB and LabView to obtain the FFT results was more than one 

minute. This was due to the high sampling frequency set at the data acquisition board 

which was 75 kS/s. One way to reduce the processing time would be to reduce the 

sampling frequency. The trade off with this option may be a poor signal reconstruction, 

and this in turn will result in losing important signals that are critical in determining the 

dimensions of the surface textures.  

 The frequency measurement procedure was also included in this part of research 

work. It is a good practice to always check the frequency of operation of the motor. 

This is because although the voltage input provided to the vibration motor is the same 

throughout the investigation, the vibration output may differ greatly. This is due to the 

type of surface the motor is mounted on. A soft surface will result in lower frequency 

of vibration as it absorbs more vibration as compared to the hard surface. Over time, 

the working condition of the motor may also deteriorate. On top of that, the inertia of 

the motor mounting platform will also affect the frequency of vibration. Therefore it 
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should be carefully designed to ensure a stable output. This is explained in the next 

chapter.  

Thus by implementing the frequency measurement procedure, not only the 

frequency could be monitored and instantly adjusted to the desired value, the condition 

of the motor could also be verified from the FFT output as it could show the dominant 

frequencies according to the number of poles of the motor. This proven method added 

more value to the selected ERM motor in providing vibration sensation to the upper 

arm as it is only applicable for ERM type vibration motors due to its physical 

characteristics.  

In this work, the frequency of the motor was adjusted by manually changing the 

input voltage to the motor in producing the desired frequency. This system could be 

further upgraded to work automatically in a closed-loop system. One possible way to 

do this is by adding a PI controller to the system. This controller will adjust the input 

voltage to the motor according to the output feedback produced by the motor. By 

setting the desired frequency value (in this case, 250 Hz) as a set-point value, the input 

voltage to the motor will be continually adjusted and maintained at the voltage that 

produces the 250 Hz frequency. The LabView software and the National Instruments 

data acquisition device could be used in implementing this automatic closed-loop 

system.  

7.6 Summary 

This chapter described how the signals obtained from the surface texture were 

processed to generate associate vibration patterns. The signals were transformed to ‘on’ 

and ‘off’ pulses in the LabView environment and forwarded to the data acquisition 

board (NI DAQPad-6016) to give high and low voltage signals to the motor. A buffer 

and amplifier were added to protect the data acquisition board from potential damage 

and to amplify the supply current to the motor. A high voltage isolator was also added 

as the motor will be later mounted onto human upper arm. The motor is battery 

operated and regulated at 5 V. A frequency measurement procedure was also 

implemented to ensure the desired frequency is achieved every time the motor is 

mounted on the upper arm.   
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Chapter 8 Psychophysics 

Evaluation 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, psychophysics is “The interaction 

between mental states and physical events and processes; (also) the branch of science 

that deals with these” [108]. Psychophysics evaluation is a scientific study that 

measures the relationship between the sensations felt by the human organ 

(psychological domain) with the properties that causes the sensation (physical domain) 

[109]. The purpose of this investigation is to associate the vibrations perceived on the 

posterior upper arm with the sensation felt when sliding a finger across a fabricated 

textured surface. The vibration patterns were generated from the information gathered 

from textured surfaces. It was therefore conjectured that the sensation perceived on the 

index finger when touching a textured surface would have close similarity to the 

sensation felt at the upper arm. This evaluation was carried out to see whether people 

are able to discriminate and match both sensations together. This study has been 

reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Southampton 

(Ethics ID: ERGO/FPSE/15290). The ethics documentation is attached in Appendix I.  

8.1 Method 

8.1.1 Subject 

Fifteen participants, twelve female and three male, over the age of 18 years, took 

part in this psychophysics investigation. All participants were undergraduate and 

postgraduate students of University of Southampton. The participants should be 

medically stable and able to tolerate the sensations transcutaneous of haptic vibrations 
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applied to the skin surface of the upper arm in order to be recruited for this test. 

Exclusion criteria such as pacemaker users, or people with poorly controlled epilepsy, 

on long term medication and with history of upper motor neuron (UMN) condition 

were also applied. None have participated in psychophysical experiments before. All 

have given written consent prior to starting the test. 

8.1.2 Stimuli 

Two types of stimuli were present in this test; the surface textures and vibration 

patterns. The surface textures were fabricated on four 310 mm acrylic strips, each with 

different dimensions. The detailed dimensions of all four strips have been described in 

the previous chapter. For ease of identification by the participants, all four surface 

textures were labelled and colour-coded, as shown in Figure 8-1 below.    

 

Figure 8-1: Acrylic strips of the fabricated surface textures (Yellow - Texture A, Pink - 

Texture B, Purple – Texture C and Orange – Texture D) 

Four different types of vibration, each randomly repeated for five times, have 

been generated and applied to the upper arm of every participant. Hence the total 

number of sample, N was 300 (4 types of vibration x 5 repetitions x 15 participants). 

To minimize the duration of vibration to the participants, the vibration pulses were 

slightly shorter than during the initial test (Table 7-1). This was done to avoid 

discomfort to the users as stimuli longer than 200 milliseconds could be perceived as 

annoying [50]. The revised description of the four vibration patterns and their 

associated surface textures are as listed in Table 8-1.  

The vibrations were provided by an 11 mm long miniature motor with a 

maximum supply of 2V, 50 mA (vibration frequency of 250 Hz). This is the same 

motor that has been tested in the previous chapters. The vibration patterns were 
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selected by the investigator (according to the predetermined random sequence) from the 

graphical user interface (GUI) programmed in LabView. The input signals from the 

GUI were translated to vibration output through a buffer circuit.  

Table 8-1: Descriptions of the vibration patterns and their associated surface textures 

Vibration 

Pattern 

Descriptions Associated 

Texture 

Pattern A Continuous vibration (1500 millisecond – 1 cycle) Texture A 

Pattern B Repeated 250 millisecond* pulses with 250 

millisecond* pauses in between (5 cycles) 

Texture B 

Pattern C Repeated 500 millisecond* pulses with 250 

millisecond* pauses in between (3 cycles) 

Texture C 

Pattern D Repeated 250 millisecond* pulses with 250 

millisecond* pause in between, then 250 

millisecond* pulses with 500 millisecond pause in 

between, then 250 millisecond* pulses with 750 

millisecond* pauses in between, and finally 250 

millisecond* pulses with 1000 millisecond* 

pauses in between (1 cycle) 

Texture D 

*Approximate duration 

The motor was battery powered and opto-electronically coupled to provide 

isolation with the mains power supply. To ensure that the motor will consistently 

produce 250 Hz of vibration frequency throughout the test, it was mounted on a 

specially fabricated brass clip that provides higher mass at both sides of the motor. The 

leads of the motor were mechanically secured to avoid metal fatigue that may break the 

wires. This was done by adding plastic terminals with thicker wires attached. A 

velcroband was then weaved into the designed slots of the terminals and clips. It was 

then strapped onto the participants’ upper arms during a test. The complete vibration 

haptic device is shown in Figure 8-2. 
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Figure 8-2: Vibration device 

The frequency of the vibration stimuli during operation were checked using the 

frequency measurement method described in the previous chapter.  The FFT results 

should show a dominant frequency of 250 Hz. These measurements gave confidence 

that the frequency supplied by the vibration stimuli was at the set frequency. The 

frequency checks were done before and after every psychophysical test to ensure that 

there was no variation (or very minimal variations) in the set vibration frequency that 

may affect the perceived sensations.  

Figure 8-3 shows one of the FFT outputs produced by the vibration stimuli. The 

dominant frequency was observed at 245.5 Hz. The subsequent dominant frequency 

was 736.2 Hz, which was due to the motor commutation points that were 3 times per 

rotation. 
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Figure 8-3: FFT Output of the vibration stimuli  

8.1.3 Procedure 

The psychophysical test was performed to one individual participant at a time. 

During the test, the following procedures were conducted: 

1. Upon arrival at the venue of the test, the participant was welcomed and 

seated in a chair. A brief introduction about the research was given and 

the participant was given opportunity to ask questions about the research 

and the procedures of the test. The participant was also informed that 

they may stop the test at any time should they feel uncomfortable with 

the vibration stimuli. 

2. The participant was then asked to slide his/her index finger on the four 

textured surfaces (labelled as Texture A, Texture B, Texture C and 

Texture D), already prepared on a table. This was done to ensure that 

participant is familiar with the surface textures.  

3. Next the participant was requested to put his/her arms by his/her sides. 

The length of the dominant upper arm (between the tip of shoulder 

(scapular acromion) and the elbow (humeral coronid fossa)) of the 

participant was measured using a measuring tape. The vibration stimuli 
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were then strapped on the posterior of the upper arm at ¼ of the total 

length from the participant’s tip of shoulder.  

4. He/she was then introduced to the four different types of vibration 

patterns (Pattern A, Pattern B, Pattern C and Pattern D) to become 

familiar before the test began. The participant may request for the stimuli 

to be repeated before starting the test. 

5. Once the participant was ready for the test, twenty vibrations (four 

patterns, randomly repeated five times) were provided one at a time.  

Participants will be asked to associate the provided surface textures with 

the generated vibration. For each vibration patterns perceived at the 

upper arm, the participants will verbally state the type of textures closely 

represented by the vibration. 

6. The information was gathered by the investigator using a specially 

prepared data collection form (named as data collection plan in the ethics 

documentation in Appendix I).  

7. When all information has been gathered for the twenty vibration patterns, 

the participant will be thanked for his/her contribution and invited to 

contact the investigator if they have further questions about the study.  

The skin surface of each participant was vibrated twenty times and each stimulus 

was given one at a time (four patterns, randomly repeated five times). All participants 

received the same sequence of stimulation, pre-set in a random order.  In this work, the 

random order means that vibration A is not necessarily followed by vibration B, or 

vibration C is not necessarily stimulated before vibration D. The sequence was done 

according to the data collection plan sheet attached in the ethics documentation in 

Appendix I. The sequence in the data collection plan was designed to ensure that the 

judgements on the perceived vibrations were not influenced by the preceding vibration 

patterns.  

The maximum duration of the vibration was five seconds per pattern and it took 

about twenty minutes in total to complete the test. Figure 8-4 shows how the haptic 

device was mounted on a person’s arm, the position of the surface texture and 

apparatus in conducting the psychophysical test. 
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Figure 8-4: Positions of the vibration stimuli, surface textures and other test apparatus 

for the psychophysical test 

8.2 Results 

To test whether there is a relationship between the vibration patterns and the 

surface textures, a chi-squared (χ2) test of independence with α = 0.01 as criterion for 

significance has been conducted on the gathered data. This analysis was carried out 

using IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 22) software.  The results from the analysis are as 

shown in Figure 8-5 and Table 8-2 to Table 8-4. 

The histogram in Figure 8-5 showed the frequency (observed count) of a texture 

being selected for a given vibration pattern. The observed counts show whether there is 

an association between a surface texture and a vibration pattern. Ideally, texture A 

should have the highest count for vibration A. Similarly textures B, C and D should 

have the highest count for vibration patterns B, C and D. In this test, it was noted that 

textures A and D have the highest count for vibration patterns A and D respectively. 

This gave early indication that there is association between these two properties.   
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Figure 8-5: Histogram of selected surface textures with supplied vibration patterns 

Table 8-2: Contingency table of the Vibration Pattern and Surface Texture 

 

Texture 

Total A B C D 

Vibration Pattern A Count 35 17 16 7 75 

Expected Count 11.3 19.5 20.0 24.3 75.0 

B Count 1 23 18 33 75 

Expected Count 11.3 19.5 20.0 24.3 75.0 

C Count 2 26 28 19 75 

Expected Count 11.3 19.5 20.0 24.3 75.0 

D Count 7 12 18 38 75 

Expected Count 11.3 19.5 20.0 24.3 75.0 

Total Count 45 78 80 97 300 

Expected Count 45.0 78.0 80.0 97.0 300.0 

 

Table 8-2 is the contingency table of the vibration patterns and the surface 

textures, generated using the SPSS software. There were 300 number of samples 

altogether with 75 samples for each vibration patterns. The term ‘count’ refers to the 

frequency a texture being selected for a given vibration pattern. The ‘expected count’ is 

the projected frequency if there is no association between the two variables (surface 

texture and vibration pattern). In theory, if there is no association between the two 

variables, the expected count should be almost equal with the observed count. From the 

table it could be seen that there are large differences between the observed and 
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expected count for vibration patterns A and D with textures A and D respectively, as 

compared to vibration patterns / surface textures B and C.  

Table 8-3 shows the results from the χ
2
 test of independence. It could be 

concluded that there was a statistically significant relationship between the vibration 

patterns and the perceived texture, χ
2
 (9, N = 300) = 103.450, p <0.001, as shown by 

the Pearson Chi-Square value. The Cramer’s V value obtained from this association 

was 0.339 (Table 8-4).This is the strength of the association between the vibration 

pattern and the surface texture. This value indicates that there was a moderate 

association between the two variables [110]. 

Table 8-3: χ
2
 Test Statistic, degrees of freedom and P-Value 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 103.450
a
 9 .000 

N of Valid Cases 300   

 

Table 8-4: Size of effect between the Vibration Pattern and the Surface Texture 

 Value Approx. Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Phi .587 .000 

Cramer's V .339 .000 

N of Valid Cases 300  

 

It could be observed from the histogram in Figure 8-5 that Vibration A and 

Texture A as well as Vibration D and Texture D give the most contribution in 

associating the vibration patterns and their corresponding surface textures. A follow-up 

analysis has been done to verify this, shown in Figure 8-6, Table 8-5 and Table 8-6. 

The Bonferoni correction has been performed in this follow up test to ensure the 

chances of Type I error (false-positive result) is reduced [111].  As four comparisons 

were made in this follow-up test (vibration pattern A with texture A, vibration pattern 

A with texture D, vibration pattern D with texture A and vibration pattern D with 

texture D), the criterion for significance became α/4 = 0.01/4 = 0.0025. The p-value has 

also been adjusted using the SPSS software.  

The result from the χ
2
 test of independence shows that the association between 

both vibration patterns and the surface textures was significant, χ
2
 (1, N = 87) = 39.966, 
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p <0.001, with the effect value, ϕ = 0.678. This is a strong association, as has been 

outlined in [110].   

 

Figure 8-6: Histogram of the follow-up analysis for the surface textures and vibration 

patterns A & D 

Table 8-5: χ
2
 Test Statistic, degrees of freedom and P-Value for the follow-up analysis 

of Vibrations Patterns and Surface Textures (A & D) 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 39.966 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 87   

 

Table 8-6: Size of effect between the Vibration Pattern and the Surface Texture           

(A & D) 

 Value Approx. Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Phi .678 .000 

Cramer's V .678 .000 

N of Valid Cases 87  

 

It is therefore could be inferred that given a vibration pattern, people are more 

likely to select the same surface texture that has been used to produce signals in 

generating that particular vibration pattern. The odds that people will likely to select 
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texture A when given vibration A are 8.5 times higher than the odds of selecting texture 

A when given vibration D. Similarly, the odds that people that will tend to select 

texture D when given vibration D is 9.98 higher than selecting texture D when given 

vibration A. 

Another follow-up analysis was done to see the weakest association between the 

two variables. From Table 8-2, the observed and expected counts for vibration patterns 

B and C with textures B and C were almost equal. This gave indication that the 

association between the variables were very low. Similar to the follow-up analysis for 

vibration patterns A and D with textures A and D, the criterion of significance was 

reduced to 0.0025. The p-value for this test has been adjusted according to the 

Bonferoni corrections using the SPSS software.  

The results from the χ
2
 test of independence (Table 8-7) showed that there was no 

statistically significant association between Vibration B with Texture B and Vibration 

C with Texture C,  χ
2
 (1, N = 95) = 0.590, p=0.443. The Phi value, ϕ = 0.078, 

confirmed that the strength of association between the selected vibration and textures 

were very weak (Table 8-8).  

 

Figure 8-7: Histogram of the follow-up analysis for the surface textures and vibration 

patterns B & C 
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Table 8-7: χ
2
 Test Statistic, degrees of freedom and P-Value for the follow-up analysis 

of Vibrations Patterns and Surface Textures (B & C) 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .590 1 .443 

N of Valid Cases 95   

 

Table 8-8: Size of effect between the Vibration Pattern and the Surface Texture           

(B & C) 

 Value Approx. Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Phi .079 .443 

Cramer's V .079 .443 

N of Valid Cases 95  

 

 The histogram in Figure 8-7 showed the selection tendency of the people when 

supplied with vibrations patterns B and C. A higher frequency count was observed for 

texture B when supplied with vibration B. Similarly, a higher frequency count was 

observed for texture C when supplied with vibration C. It is thus could be inferred that 

although the association between the selected variables were weak, people were still 

able to match the vibration patterns with the surface texture.    

8.3 Discussion 

The psychophysical test has been designed specifically to enable observations 

about the association between the generated vibration patterns with the surface textures. 

These observations were done using the Chi-square test for independence (also known 

as Pearson’s chi-square test), which is a statistical procedure in discovering if there is a 

relationship between two categorical variables [112]. In this study, ‘vibration patterns 

and surface textures are independent’, was the null hypothesis, H0, while ‘vibration 

patterns and surface textures are not independent’ was the alternative hypothesis, Ha. 

The H0 will be rejected if the p-value is less than the chosen significance value of 0.01 

(p<.01). The strength of association between both variables was obtained by checking 

the Pearson’s Chi (for 2-by-2 contingency tables) or Cramer’s V (for contingency table 

with size of more than 2-by-2). As the sampling method was random and the variables 

were categorical, this test was deemed as appropriate [113]. 
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The vibration frequency of interest for this test was 250 Hz as this is the optimum 

frequency of Pacinian Corpuscle mechanoreceptor located at the upper arm [45]. When 

glued and tested on a flat and hard surface like a table, the vibration stimuli were able 

to produce repeatable 250 Hz vibration frequencies at a predetermined input voltage. 

However when the stimuli was strapped and tested on the upper arm, the frequency 

range swayed between 250 Hz ± 20 Hz which was unacceptable. This may cause 

varying levels of perceived sensations that would cloud participants’ judgement on the 

associated surface textures. The variability was due to the instability caused by the 

rotation of the motor as the motor was not strongly and properly anchored as well as 

compliance of skin surface.  

A solid platform made of brass; measured 40 mm x 16 mm x 1 mm in length, 

width and thickness, weighing 6.9 g was specially fabricated to produce stable 

vibration output from the motor. The thicknesses at 5 mm from both ends of the 

platform were 3 mm, which made both ends of the platform having greater mass. As 

the higher mass was concentrated further away from the middle of the platform, the 

rotational inertia due to the rotation from the motor mounted at the middle of the 

platform increased, which made the platform more stable. Furthermore, the z-axis of 

the platform became properly anchored hence vibration could only be perceived from 

the strongest vibration axis of the motor, which was the x-axis (y-axis had the lowest 

vibration strength). Ultimately the frequency of vibration could be controlled to be 

within the desired range.  

Another important criterion in designing the motor platform was its mass. The 

mass should not be too low as it would cause instability in the vibration. At another 

extreme, the mass should not too high as it would result in negligible vibration to be 

perceived. Different mass ratios between the fabricated platforms to the motor have 

been designed and tested until the desired output was achieved. The mass ratio of this 

brass platform (mass: 6.91g) to the mass of the motor (mass: 1.1g) was 6.28. Figure 8-8 

illustrates the fabricated brass platform. The dimensions of the platform are attached in 

Appendix J. By anchoring the motor to the brass platform, the range of motor vibration 

frequency became 249.6 Hz ± 6.62 Hz (mean ± standard deviation, N = 10), which was 

desirable for this psychophysics investigation (Table 8-9).  
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Figure 8-8: Brass platform as a mechanical mounting for the vibration motor. Dashed 

red line is the middle area of the platform where the motor was glued. A higher mass 

was concentrated at both end sides of the platform, and are thicker than the rest of the 

platform. The velcroband was weaved between the four slots. 

Table 8-9: Observed Frequencies of the Vibration Motor with the Brass Platform  

Sample Observed Frequency (Hz) 

1 243 

2 240 

3 248 

4 243 

5 250 

6 262 

7 255 

8 255 

9 250 

10 250 

Mean 249.6 

Standard Deviation  6.62 

 

y
z

x
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The number of cycle during each vibration pattern was set so that the duration it 

took for every stimulation test were almost the same for all four patterns. Referring to 

Table 8-1, Patterns A, B, C and D were set to 1, 5, 3 and 1 cycle(s) per stimulation test 

to ensure that the durations were within 1.5 – 2.5 s. This will avoid participants from 

making simplified guesses that short pulses were for simple textures and longer pulses 

for more complicated textures without concentrating on the sensations felt from the 

vibration patterns.  

In this psychophysics test, the ratio of female to the male participants was 4:1. As 

the mechanoreceptors that detect the sensation from vibration stimulation on the skin 

surface are located deep beneath the skin layers [45],  the results of the investigation 

was believed to be unaffected with respect to gender imbalance. Based on this 

information, it was deduced that regardless of gender and the physical attributes, the 

same stimulation could be felt similarly for every participant. Further investigations 

may also be performed at a later stage to confirm about the perception of the 

stimulations for different genders.   

Before the test began, the participants were required to touch and explore the 

surface texture. The vibration patterns were then presented to them in random order 

without informing the types of patterns (whether A, B, C or D). This method was 

applied to avoid any ‘learning’ effects or deduction based from memory. In order to see 

whether the participants were able to associate the vibration patterns with surface 

textures, their judgement about patterns should be from the sensation they felt rather 

than relying on a priori information. 

Some participants, however, preferred that they should be informed or trained 

about the types of vibration patterns. This was because they felt that they tend to make 

false assumptions in associating the patterns and textures from the initial encounter, and 

will continually make the same false assumptions throughout the test.  An example for 

such case could be seen from the histogram in Figure 8-5. A lot of people made the 

assumption that vibration pattern B should be associated with texture D. The 

assumption remained throughout the entire test that resulted in selections of texture D 

were 13.3% higher than the selection of texture B when given vibration pattern B. 

It would have been possible to prepare another test with another set of data with 

people being informed about the types of vibration patterns. Although it will likely to 

give higher accuracy in matching both variables, it may be irrelevant to the study 

objective. Furthermore, in an ideal situation, the prosthetic finger should be able to 
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gather various types of texture surface information and translate it to signals for the 

motor to provide associated vibration patterns in real-time. Therefore judgement of 

vibration patterns based on previously known patterns was deemed unnecessary and 

may lead to inaccurate findings. However, this work could be extended for applications 

that involve discriminating surface textures of various objects used in daily life. For 

this purpose, training the users with a learning phase would be beneficial to them as 

they will easily recognize and appropriately respond to the objects.  It was noted from 

this investigation that patterns with distinct features achieved high matching scores 

whereas the ones with less distinct features produced low matching scores. The 

participants could easily associate a constant vibration from the motor (pattern A) with 

a smooth texture (texture A), or longer pulses of vibration (pattern D) to the roughest 

surface texture (texture D).  Similar perception to these types of vibration could be 

attained from reports in [25] and  [66]. This clearly suggests that approximation of 

smoothness and roughness could be created by varying the pulses of the vibration.  

Anecdotal evidence from discussions between participants and investigator 

implied that they had difficulties in differentiating between patterns B and C. The main 

reason for this matter could be due to the dimensions of the surface textures under 

investigation. Although the ridges of the surface textures differ by a double in width, 

both textures have almost the same groove width. According to research findings by 

Lawrence [20] and Lederman [104], groove widths play the strongest effect in 

providing the roughness sensation of a surface texture. Therefore, although the surface 

textures may have been correctly represented by the vibration patterns, the complexity 

in discriminating between the surface textures using a bare finger may have resulted in 

mismatched results between the two variables. 

8.4 Summary 

This chapter explained the procedures in conducting the psychophysics 

investigations, observations as well as evaluation from participants’ feedback. This 

investigation was carried out to verify the capability of the chosen haptic actuator (the 

ERM motor) in providing vibration sensation to the residual arm. The twenty minutes 

test (per participant) to all fifteen participants showed that the participants were able to 

associate the vibration patterns with the surface textures, especially when they were 

provided with continuous vibration (associated with smooth texture) and longer pulses 

of vibrations (associated with the roughest texture). 
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and 

Future Work 

9.1 Conclusions 

The upgraded data acquisition strategies that include the construction of a voltage 

amplifier circuit and the deployment of a 16 bit, 200 kS/s data acquisition device have 

proven to produce reliable signal outputs from a piezoelectric sensor, with a very low 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) recorded at 3.6 dB. Four different types of surface textures 

have been tested and have shown distinctive FFT output patterns that enable 

discrimination between the surface textures.  

The dimensions of the surface textures were also successfully determined using 

the dominant frequencies generated from the FFT plots. The data acquisition and signal 

processing system has shown repeatable and reliable performance in deciphering the 

grating widths for Texture B (repeating patterns of similar widths of grooves and 

ridges). The mean percentage difference between the measured and calculated grating 

widths of the texture was 2.55%. Similar to Texture B, Texture C (repeating patterns of 

different widths of ridges and grooves) produced highly repeatable, very unique FFT 

output plots. Interestingly, the plot showed occurrences of dominant harmonic 

frequencies which suggest additional information may be deciphered about the texture.  

Although less distinctive FFT plots were obtained for Texture D (repeating 

patterns of increasing widths of grooves and constant widths of ridges) as compared to 

the other simpler surface textures, the data acquisition system was able to attain low 

percentage differences between the measured and calculated grating widths (2.08% 

mean difference). Currently, the grooves and ridges for this texture were identified by 

the locations of the peak frequencies (above or below the pre-set threshold values).  
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Equipped with the information gathered by the piezoelectric sensor, the sensation 

felt by sliding a finger across the textured surface were recreated by providing vibration 

supplementary sensation at the upper arm. Results from the MATLAB simulations 

show that the selected vibration actuator (eccentric rotation mass) exhibits linear 

relationship between the input voltage and its driving frequency. Through the 

relationship, the vibration produced by the actuator could be efficiently predicted. The 

transient responses obtained via the simulation showed that the actuator was able to 

reach the desired speed within 42 milliseconds, which is 2.8% of the overall period 

deemed adequate for prosthetic hands. The transient responses also provided some 

estimation in preparing the next haptic event, such as the time it may take to decrease 

the amplitude of vibration. 

The experimental results on the selected vibration actuator show the expected 

theoretical logarithmic relationship between the frequency and voltage. Through 

adjustments of input voltage, frequencies could be generated between 76 Hz to 320 Hz, 

which is within the frequency bandwidth of the sensitive mechanoreceptors in the 

human hairy skin. At 250 Hz, which is the optimum frequency of the mechanoreceptors 

at the skin of the upper arm, the effective vibration energy in the X and Z axes were  

0.5 grms and 0.2 grms respectively, which also are within the vibration detection 

threshold of the human hairy skin.   

A prototype has been fabricated to work at the optimum frequency of 250 Hz. 

With reference to input pulses applied to the haptic actuator, it has produced vibration 

output with less than 90 milliseconds time delay in total. This was achieved by using 

the data acquisition device to channel out pulses that were generated from the 

frequency information gathered from the surface texture.  

The implementation of the frequency measurement technique has improved the 

accuracy of the vibration actuator to produce a 250 Hz optimum frequency. Although 

care has been taken to ensure the actuator will supply the required vibration frequency 

through the manipulation of input voltage, factors such as the way the actuator is 

mounted have a substantial effect on the vibration frequency. Therefore using the 

information of the commutation poles of the eccentric rotation mass (the selected 

vibration actuator), a vibration frequency of 255±7.83 Hz have been obtained when the 

actuator was held stationary on the table, and 249.6±6.62 Hz when mounted on 

specially designed brass platform (mean ± standard deviation). This developed 

technique ensures consistent setting of the vibration stimuli on the upper arm and is 
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therefore not a factor to be considered having an influence during testing human 

responses.  

For this application, the selection of the eccentric rotation mass (ERM) as the 

vibration actuator has also proven to be the most appropriate as compared to 

piezoelectric and linear resonant actuators. Although the ERM has slightly longer 

transient responses as compared to the other vibration actuators, the construction of the 

ERM enables direct measurement of vibration frequency, which allows accurate 

amount of vibration stimuli to be supplied to the upper arm.  

Through a psychophysical investigation that comprises of 300 samples  (4 types 

of vibration patterns x 5 repetitions x 15 participants), the hypothesis that the vibrations 

generated and perceived at the upper arm should have association with the surface 

textures has been validated. The investigation has revealed that there is a statistically 

significant relationship between the vibration patterns and the surface textures 

(probability value, p <0.001). In particular, patterns with distinctive features produced 

higher matching scores as compared to the less distinct ones.  

As the widths of the textures were calculated prior to supplying input pulses to 

the actuator, it imparts confidence that the generated vibration signals represent the 

surface textures accordingly. This is also an advantageous feature for maintenance and 

troubleshooting purposes as the calculated widths of the acquired signals could be 

compared with the actual dimensions of the surface textures.  

The results from this research have shown promising implementation of sensory 

feedback to upper prosthetic device users. By providing a supplementary sensation, the 

users will be able to ‘touch’ and ‘feel’ objects held by the prosthetic hand. The 

enhancement of sensory feedback feature, along with other existing features in 

prosthetic devices, promotes a sense of embodiment to the users, and should be able to 

provide greater satisfaction and encourage users to fully utilize the device.   

 

9.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

The research work that has been presented in this thesis has successfully met the 

research objectives outlined in Section 1.2. However further improvements could be 
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carried out and oriented towards deciphering wider sets of daily-life surfaces, real-time 

feedback control as well adaptability to user requirements. 

The recurrences of dominant harmonic frequencies at different scanning 

velocities for Texture C suggest that there may be more information that could be 

gathered about the texture.  Further investigations will be essential for these consistent 

findings to gain greater validation about the texture. This could be done by acquiring 

signals on different types of surface texture in an organized sequence. The ratio of the 

groove width to the ridge width of Texture C is 1 to 2.2. Further tests could be done on 

textures with an inverted ratio of 2.2 to 1 as well as with increasing ratios (1 to 2.2N;   

N ˃1). This systematic assessment may reduce the percentage errors between the 

measured and calculated widths values, and ultimately will provide improved 

knowledge about the textures.   

The experimental outcomes have shown potential in generating vibration 

feedback in real-time. In this study, the vibration patterns were generated using the 

post-processed signals, manually selected from the data samples of the surface textures. 

The factor that limited the capability of the designed system to automatically generate 

vibration patterns during the surface exploration was the requirement of constant 

velocity to produce dominant vibration frequencies which is used to calculate grating 

widths. The software could be programmed to automatically select the constant 

velocity from the overall dataset, but this too, may consume long processing time. 

Therefore, with suitable design of controllers, a constant velocity during the surface 

exploration process could be maintained. Also, the test rig may be further improved to 

achieve a constant sliding velocity throughout the acquisition process. This will 

undeniably reduce the processing time as the task for selecting constant velocity is 

eliminated. 

As previously discussed in Chapter 6, the data acquisition device produced best 

output when the prosthetic finger moved in a constant velocity. Apart from training the 

users to manipulate the exploratory tasks in a constant velocity, a different calculation 

method that do not rely on FFT analysis may also be adopted so that the device could 

provide useful information even when moving at a non-constant velocity. This could be 

achieved by including more variables as part of the calculation method, in addition to 

the signals already gathered from the piezoelectric sensor and encoder. 

In this study, a 250 Hz frequency was pre-set to the vibration actuator before 

being attached onto the upper arm. Although there were no complaints from the 
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participants about dizziness or skin irritation during the psychophysical investigation, it 

would be an added advantage if the users are able to adjust the frequency of vibration 

according to their comfort level. This could be achieved by implementing a closed loop 

control to the system to provide user input to the data acquisition system. Also, another 

opto-isolator should also be included in the circuit for isolation from the mains supply 

for the frequency adjustment purpose. This way, the user could fine-tune the vibration 

frequency as desired while the actuator remains affixed on his/her upper arm.   

Moving even further ahead, this study could be extended to acquire information 

about diverse properties of surface textures that are common in everyday life, such as 

softness, warmness and stickiness.  The reliability of the system to measure the widths 

of the surface gratings also opens various possibilities for applications in industries, 

where exact dimensions of surface textures are required.  
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Appendix A: Product Data Sheet 

for Pico VibeTM 5mm Vibration 

Motor 
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Appendix B: Relationship between 

input voltages to the vibration 

amplitude 

Voltage, 

V (V) 

Transient 

Response 

Speed, 

ω (rad/s) 

Frequency, f 

(Hz) 

Amplitude of Vibration (peak-to-peak) 

Rise 

Time,  

Tr 

(ms) 

Settling 

Time, Ts 

(ms) 

Displace-

ment 

(µm) 

Acceleration 

(ms
-2

) 

Gravitational 

Acceleration 

(G) 

0.6 23.5 41.9 263 41.86 0.82 0.056 0.0056 

1.0 24.0 41.9 439 69.87 1.42 0.27 0.028 

1.5 23.5 41.9 658 104.72 2.16 0.92 0.10 

2.0 23.5 41.9 878 139.74 2.84 2.16 0.22 

2.5 23.5 41.9 1100 175.07 3.62 4.24 0.42 

3.0 23.8 41.9 1320 210.08 4.2 7.2 0.76 

3.5 23.5 41.9 1540 245.1 5.0 11.4 1.12 

3.6 23.5 41.9 1580 251.46 5.2 13.0 1.5 
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Appendix C: Effects of Output 

Voltage to Acceleration and 

Frequency 

 Effects of Voltage Supply to Acceleration (grms) 

Voltage (V) X-axis(grms) Y-axis (grms) Z-axis (grms) 

1 0.0935 0.1518 0.0819 

1.5 0.2568 0.1907 0.131 

2 0.4789 0.4131 0.2466 

2.5 0.9212 0.4994 0.4969 

3 1.424 0.6914 1.0386 

 3.5 1.81 0.7066 1.5377 

 

 Effects of Voltage Supply to Frequency (Experiment & Simulated) 

Voltage (V) Frequency (Hz) (Experiment) Frequency (Hz) (Simulation)  

1 152.6 69.87 

1.5 190.7 104.72 

2 248 139.74 

2.5 286.1 175.07 

3 305.2 210.08 

3.5 324.2 245.1 
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Appendix D: Circuitry of 

Movement Mechanism of the 

Sliding Block 

 

The diodes provide reverse EMF protection for the circuit; the LED’s give an 

indication for motor direction. S1, 2, 3 and 4 are all part of a Double Pole Double throw 

(DPDT) ON-ON switch. M1 and 2 are the end stop micro switches which are mounted 

to the rig to stop the moving block before it reaches the end of travel. 
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Appendix E: Voltage Amplifier 

 

 

Input bias resistors, Rb, = 100 kΩ ,  Rb2 = 240 Ω. 

Sensor capacitance, Cs, = 1.786 nF (measured using an LCR meter) 

External gain resistor Rg  = 240Ω. 

Amplifier Gain = 200 
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Appendix F: Measurement of 

Encoder Size 

Measurement Block displacement 

(mm) 

Data length Number of 

pairs 

Encoder pair 

widths 

1 111.98 138130 1312 0.08535061 

2 109.99 1.75E+05 1258 0.087432432 

3 103.13 2.06E+05 1185 0.087029536 

4 98.16 1.78E+05 1156 0.084913495 

5 109.19 1.39E+05 1246 0.087632424 

    0.086471699 
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Appendix G: Measurements of 

Surface Gratings 

Measurements were done using a microscope (Motic B3 Professional Series). The 

microscope was calibrated by measuring a calibration dot (1 mm diameter) printed on a 

slide provided by the manufacturer. The microscope is properly calibrated if the 

measured diameter matches the diameter of the calibration dot. 

 

Surface Texture B 

 Groove (µm) Ridge (µm) Depth (µm) 

 196.9 195.7 151.2 

 192.7 195.8 157.1 

 193.3 196.6 148.1 

 188.5 205.5 144.9 

 191.5 206.9 143.8 

Mean 192.58 200.1 149.02 

in mm 0.19258 0.2001 0.14902 
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Surface Texture C 

 Groove (µm)  Ridge (µm) Depth (µm) 

 311.9 675.8 241.7 

 297 681.7 247 

 301.5 671.4 249.8 

 303 686.3 236.5 

 304.5 672.8 240.9 

 292.6 668.3 240.9 

Mean 301.75 676.05 242.8 

in mm 0.30175 0.67605 0.2428 
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Surface Texture D 

 a  b c d e f g h 

 180 230.2 179.7 417.3 209.4 603 206.4 778.3 

 172.4 208 191.7 409.9 203.5 609 200.5 777 

 176.7 222.8 190.1 414.4 200.5 597.1 203 796.2 

 167.8 218.4 190.1 415.9 202 611.9 216.8 788.8 

 175.2 193.1 184.2 406.9 225.7 583.7 210.9 763.4 

 212.4 188.6 228.7 408.4 209.4 562.9 231.7 760.4 

Mean 180.75 210.1833 194.083 412.133 208.417 594.6 211.55 777.35 

in 
mm 

0.18075 0.210183 0.19408 0.41213 0.20842 0.5946 0.21155 0.77735 
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Appendix H: Output Plots for 

Vibration Motor for Different 

Vibration Patterns  

Pattern A 

Plot of g acceleration vs time 
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FFT Plot 

 

Pattern B 

Plot of g acceleration vs time 
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FFT Plot 

Pattern C 

Plot of g acceleration vs time 
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FFT Plot 

 

Pattern D 

Plot of g acceleration vs time 
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FFT Plot 
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Appendix J: Dimensions of the Fabricated Brass Platform
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